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Abstract 

The objective of this project is to create a guide, available for anyone, intended both for sailors 

interested in improving their performance in sailing races and for forecasters wanting to improve their 

forecasts so they are more useful to develop the strategies of a sailing race. 

The first part of the project is a descriptive guide to provide the lector with the necessary knowledge in 

the different areas that the project covers: sailing, meteorology, oceanography and sailing races. The 

second part of the project is a study of the different forecasting methods used in meteorological and 

oceanographic predictions and of the sailing capacities of different types of sailboats. 

From that study several conclusions are extracted. Every one of the different forecasting methods turns 

out to be better for the prediction of a specific meteorological or oceanographic phenomenon, or for a 

different prediction time range. On the other hand, the meteorological and oceanographic phenomena 

that affect the sailing ability of a sailboat are found to be the wind, the waves and the sea currents. 

Also is noticed that every type of sailboat, depending in her design and characteristics, has a better 

performance in different specific wind and wave conditions, both in their direction and intensity. So is 

concluded that, the best use that can be given to the forecasts in a sailing race is to find what course 

should the sailboat follow, to find the conditions that allow her to go faster, while keeping the shortest 

possible route, to get to the finish line as fast as possible. 

So in the third and final part of the project, the final study of which are the best forecasting methods for 

every stage of the preparation and during the course of the race, and how to use those forecasts to 

improve the probabilities of winning by planning the best strategy, is applied. 

The conclusions of this study are that depending on the type of sailing race, the forecasting methods 

and the strategies change, but in general, all different forecasting methods are useful in some part of 

the race, so they all can contribute to improve the performance of the boat and the crew in a sailing 

race. 
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Resum 

L'objectiu d'aquest projecte és crear una guia, disponible per a qualsevol persona, destinada tant per 

mariners interessats en millorar el seu rendiment en regates com per a meteoròlegs que volen millorar 

les seves prediccions, per fer-les més útils per a desenvolupar les estratègies d'una regata a vela. 

La primera part del projecte és una guia descriptiva per proporcionar al lector els coneixements 

necessaris en les diferents àrees que cobreix el projecte: vela, meteorologia, oceanografia i regates. La 

segona part del projecte és un estudi dels diferents mètodes utilitzats en les prediccions 

meteorològiques i oceanogràfiques i de les capacitats de navegació de diferents tipus de velers. 

D'aquest estudi s'extreuen diverses conclusions. Cada un dels diferents mètodes de previsió resulta ser 

millor per a la predicció d'un fenomen meteorològic o oceanogràfica específic, o per un interval de 

temps de predicció diferent. D'altra banda, es comprova que els fenòmens meteorològics i 

oceanogràfics que afecten l'habilitat d'un veler son el vent, les onades i els corrents marins. 

També es vist que cada tipus de veler, depenent del seu disseny i característiques, té un millor 

rendiment en diferents condicions particulars de vent i onades, tant en la seva direcció com en la seva 

intensitat. Així, es pot concloure que el millor ús que pot donar-se a les previsions en una regata a vela 

és trobar quin rumb ha de seguir el veler, per a trobar les condicions que permeten anar més ràpid, 

mentre es manté la ruta el més curta possible, per arribar a la meta tan ràpid com sigui possible. 

Així en la tercera i última part del projecte, l'estudi final de quins són els millors mètodes per a cada 

etapa de la preparació i durant el transcurs de la cursa i com utilitzar aquestes previsions per millorar les 

probabilitats de guanyar obtenint la millor estratègia, és aplicat. 

Les conclusions d'aquest últim estudi són que depenent del tipus de regata a vela, els mètodes de 

previsió i les estratègies a utilitzar canvien, però en general, tots els diversos mètodes de previsió són 

útils en alguna part de la cursa, així que tots poden contribuir a millorar el rendiment del vaixell i la 

tripulació en una regata a vela. 
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Resumen 

El objetivo de este proyecto es crear una guía, disponible para cualquier persona, destinada tanto para 

los navegantes interesados en mejorar su desempeño en las regatas como para los meteorólogos que 

quieren mejorar sus predicciones, para hacerlas más útiles para el desarrollo de las estrategias de una 

regata de vela. 

La primera parte del proyecto es una guía descriptiva para proporcionar al lector los conocimientos 

necesarios en las distintas áreas del proyecto: navegación a vela, meteorología, oceanografía y regatas. 

La segunda parte del proyecto es un estudio de diferentes métodos utilizados en las previsiones 

meteorológicas y oceanográficas y de las capacidades de navegación de diferentes tipos de veleros. 

Este estudio llega a varias conclusiones. Cada uno de los diferentes métodos de pronóstico resulta mejor 

para la predicción de fenómenos meteorológicos u oceanográficos específicos, o por un intervalo de 

tiempo de predicción diferente. Por otro lado, se comprueba que los fenómenos meteorológicos y 

oceanográficos que afectan la capacidad de navegación de un velero son el viento, las olas y las 

corrientes marinas. 

Se observa también que cada tipo de barco, dependiendo de su diseño y características, tiene un mejor 

desempeño en diferentes condiciones de viento y olas, dependiendo tanto de su dirección como de su 

intensidad. Así, se puede concluir que el mejor uso que puede darse a los pronósticos, en una regata de 

vela, es encontrar qué dirección debe seguir la embarcación, para encontrar las condiciones que le 

permitan ir más rápido, manteniendo el recorrido más corto posible, para llegar a la meta tan rápido 

como sea posible. 

Así, en la tercera y última parte del proyecto, se aplica el estudio final de cuáles son los mejores 

métodos para cada etapa de la preparación y durante el curso de la carrera y cómo utilizar estas 

previsiones para mejorar las probabilidades de ganar planificando la mejor estrategia posible. 

Los resultados de este último estudio son que, dependiendo del tipo de regata, los métodos de 

pronóstico y las estrategias que deben usarse cambian, pero en general, todos los diferentes métodos 

de predicción son útiles en alguna parte de la carrera, ya que todos pueden contribuir a mejorar el 

rendimiento de la embarcación y la tripulación en una regata. 
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Introduction 

The objective of this project is to create a guide both for sailors interested in improve their performance 

in sailing races and for forecasters wanting to improve their forecasts so they are more useful to 

develop the strategies of a sailing race. 

There are a number of motivations that lead the author to do this project. First of all, his passion for the 

art of sailing and the emotion of sailing races was the originator of the interest of the author in this 

subject. Another motivation was the fact that the author didn’t have a wide knowledge about 

forecasting methods and he knew that this knowledge will help him with his performance is sailing races 

and also in sailing in general. 

For this reason the author started to study meteorological and oceanographic topics related with sailing 

and the uses that the author saw that could be given to this knowledge marveled him. Then the author 

started to look for studies realized about the use of forecasts on a sailing race and he was surprised 

when he couldn’t find almost any exhaustive study about this while so many studies can be easily found 

about sailing and about forecasting. 

So for this reason the author decided to make himself a study of the different forecasting methods and 

about which should be used and how should be used to improve the results in a sailing race. So this 

project is intended to all the sailors that are in the same situation where the author found himself some 

time ago. The intention of this project is also to reach as much public as possible, so the author decided 

to write it in English. 

This project is mostly oriented to sailors wanting to improve their performance at sailing races, so most 

of the audience will have at least basic knowledge about sailing and sailing races and probably also 

about meteorology and oceanography. However, the intention of this project is that anyone with a 

minimum knowledge of the subject, wanting to improve their knowledge, can be able to understand all 

the explanations and technical words that need to be used. So may be some readers without any 

knowledge in one or several of those topics. For this reason, the first four chapters will be directed to 

provide the lectors with the basic knowledge on these four topics. 

Those four chapters do not pretend to explain exhaustively their topic; their objective is to explain 

briefly, only the necessary, so in the next chapters everyone can follow the explanations without 

problems, avoiding having to put those explanations in between the text or in a footnote, which will 

difficult the reading. However, even if the lector is experienced in one or several of those topics it may 

be interesting to overview those first chapters because some important facts are explained there. 
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To avoid forcing lectors with knowledge on any of those topics to have to read the full chapter to find a 

specific explanation, when in the following chapters appears a subject discussed on one of the first 

chapters, the exact section where that subject is discussed will be referenced. 

The author has used information of several different online documents and web pages to recollect the 

information of the first four chapters. After that, he studied the only previous studies made about this 

topic that he could find, to know how other authors think that the forecasts can be strategically used in 

a sailing race. After that, including some parts of those different studies, the author developed his own 

study on the following chapters. 

On the fifth chapter, the main forecasting methods are exposed along with the main ways that can be 

used to visualize them nowadays. On the sixth chapter there is a general study of the different kinds of 

single hulled boats, on their differences and on their performance in all different conditions. 

Finally, on the seventh and eighth chapters, using the conclusions extracted from the fifth and sixth 

chapters, the final study of which forecasting method is the best for every aspect of a sailing race and 

how to use them to improve every aspect of the race is realized. 

This project pretends to be valid for any type of sailing race and any type of sailing boat, but it is 

centered in the type of boats that are more extended in sailing races nowadays, without including multi 

hull sailboats, that are extending rapidly because of their best performance for a same maximum length. 

However, the main important conclusions can be applied to any type of sailboat and sailing race. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction to sailing 

1.1 Vocabulary 

Whenever you start to learn about sailing, one of the first issues that you find is the vocabulary, because 

the vocabulary used at sea is different from that used on land and most people are not familiar with 

nautical terms. Also, even those familiar with nautical terms may not know the technical vocabulary of 

sailing. 

In this section will be explained only the vocabulary specific of sailing, needed to understand all the 

following chapters. 

1.1.1 Parts of the sailboat 

The sailboat type in which this project focuses is a single Mast Marconi Rig single Hull sailboat, because 

it’s the most extended both in recreational sailing and competitions. 

The main parts of those sailboats can be seen in Figure 1: 

 

Figure 1: Main parts of a sailboat. – www.mdpi.com 
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-Hull: lower outer skin of a ship which provides floatability and supports all other structures. 

-Bow: the front of a boat. 

-Stern: the back of the boat. 

-Beam: direction to a side of the boat. 

-Rudder: vertical blade submerged at the Stern of the ship used to turn the ship by deflection of water 

passing it. 

-Keel: a vertical blade situated at the center of the bottom of a sailboat that provides stability, enable 

the sailboat to sail Upwind and creates lateral drag. In some boats it’s the central structural basis of the 

Hull and can have ballast to provide more stability. 

-Centerboard: a retractable and sometimes removable Keel that extends from the bottom of the 

sailboat. 

-Rig: arrangement of a vessel’s sails, Mast and lines. 

-Marconi Rig: a triangular Mainsail hoisted up the Mast by a single line attached to the Head of the sail. 

This allows the Mast to be taller, setting the sail higher where wind speed is greater. It’s the most 

extended Rig configuration. 

-Mast: vertical spar that supports the sails and Rig of a sailing vessel. 

-Boom: horizontal spar to which the Foot of a sail is attached. 

-Mainsail: the largest sail on a sailboat. 

-Jib: triangular shaped sail placed forward of the Mast that does not reach aft of the Mast. 

-Genoa: triangular shaped sail placed forward of the Mast that does reach aft of the Mast. 

-Gennaker: a foresail larger than the Jib and the Genoa that provides great speed when Beam reach. 

-Spinnaker: large, symmetrical, light, balloon shaped sail, attached to the Mast only at the Head, used 

when Running Downwind, flown in front of the vessel. 

-Spinnaker pole: a spar used to hold the Tack of a Spinnaker away from the Mast. 

1.1.2 Parts of the sail 

Also must be known the following parts of a sail, showed in Figure 2: 

-Head: top corner of a triangular sail. 

-Tack: lower corner of the sail’s leading edge. In a Marconi Rig sailboat the Mainsail Tack is connected to 

the Mast and the Boom, in the Jib, Genoa or Gennaker tack is connected to the Bow and the Spinnaker 

tack is connected to the Spinnaker pole. 

-Clew: lower aft corner of a sail. 

-Luff: front edge of a sail. On a Marconi Rig the luff of the Mainsail is attached to the Mast. 

-Foot: bottom edge of a sail. On a Marconi Rig the foot of the Mainsail is attached to the Boom. 
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-Leech: the aft edge of a sail. On a Marconi Rig the leech of all sails is not attached to any spar. 

 

Figure 2: Main parts of a sail. - Nautical & Sailing Terms & Nomenclature 

1.1.3 Sail lines 

-Sheet: line attached to the Boom or to the Clew of a foresail used to control the angle of the sail in 

relation to the wind. 

-Halyard: line attached to the Head of a sail used to raise and lower the sail. 

-Outhaul: line attached to the Clew of the Mainsail pulling backwards to adjust the tension of the Foot of 

the sail. 

-Downhaul: line attached to the Tack of a sail pulling downward used to control the tension of the Luff. 

-Boom vang: a line pulling from the bottom of the Boom to the bottom of the Mast that adjusts 

downward tension on the Boom, preventing it to rise and adjusting the tension of the Leech of the sail. 

1.1.4 Points of sail 

The course a sailboat is heading is usually named after the direction from where she’s receiving the 

wind. This is called a point of sail and the different existing points of sail are shown in Figure 3. 

-Eye of the wind: directly Upwind. The direction from where the wind is blowing. 

-Upwind: all points of sail and the area that are towards the source of the wind. 

-Downwind: all points of sail and the area situated away from the source of the wind. 

-In irons: having turned into the wind or lost the wind, unable to make headway, without momentum 

and steerage. 

-Close hauled: a point of sail where the boat is sailing as close to the wind as possible without becoming 

In irons. The angle to the wind a sailboat is taking when is close hauled varies from different models of 

sailboats. 
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-Close reach: a point of sail where the boat is sailing towards the wind but is not Close hauled or In irons. 

From about 60° to 80° off the wind. 

-Beam reach: a point of sail where the boat is sailing at a right angle to the wind. From about 80° to 120° 

off the wind. 

-Broad reach: a point of sail where the boat is sailing away from the wind, but not directly Downwind. 

From about 120° to 160° off the wind. 

-Running: a point of sail where the boat is sailing directly or almost directly Downwind, with more than 

160° off the wind. 

-Tack: to change course by turning into the wind and through the Eye of the wind so that the wind 

comes from the other side of the boat. 

-Jibe/Gybe: to change course by turning away from the wind, passing the Stern through the Eye of the 

wind so that the wind comes from the other side of the boat. 

 

Figure 3: Points of sail. - Nautical & Sailing Terms & Nomenclature 
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1.2 The physics of sailing 

Another aspect that needs to be explained are the physical laws that affect sailing, to understand how 

can a sailboat, that’s using only the wind as a mean of propulsion, sail upwind, and what are the 

variables that affect the speed of the boat, because speed is the key to win a race. 

Nevertheless this is not the objective of this project, so the explanations will not be very extensive, only 

to provide the basics to the readers not familiarized with the topic. 

1.2.1 Wind propulsion 

Apparent wind 

The apparent wind is the term used to refer to the wind observed by a moving observer. As illustrated in 

Figure 4, the direction and speed of the apparent wind can be obtained using a vector’s triangle. The 

first vector is the true wind, the second is the movement of the boat, that creates an apparent wind 

blowing opposite and with the same speed than the boat’s and the result is the apparent wind. 

 

Figure 4: Apparent wind. – www.sailbetter.com 

The apparent wind is the wind that the sails are really receiving, so the speed and the direction of the 

wind that must be used when calculating forces should be those of the apparent wind. 

It’s important to notice that if the boat speed is null, the apparent wind will be equal to the true wind 

and if the true wind is null the apparent wind will be the opposite of the boat speed. But the most 

important fact is that if the vessel is sailing and there is a determinate true wind coming at an angle to 

the boat, the apparent wind will always come from a closer angle, and as greater is the speed of the 

boat compared to the speed of the true wind, the more difference will be between the angle of the true 

and the apparent wind. 

Downwind sailing 

When sailing, the way sails are used to propel the boat with the wind vary depending of the direction 

from where the wind strikes the boat. There are two ways, one used when sailing downwind and the 

other when sailing upwind. When beam reaching is usually used the same way as when sailing upwind, 
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because the apparent wind comes from the front part of the boat and in fast sailboats, when broad 

reaching with a gennaker the apparent wind also comes from the front part of the boat, so sails are used 

in the same way also. In slower sailboats broad reaching or in any sailboat running downwind, the first 

way is used. 

The physics of this first way are logical, so not much explanation is needed. The sails are put 

perpendicular to the apparent wind direction in order to intercept as many air particles as possible and 

those particles directly push the sail when hitting it. 

In the other hand, the second method used to sail upwind is not as easy to understand. 

Bernoulli’s principle and lift 

The Bernoulli’s principle in fluid dynamics states that there is a relation between the speed of a fluid and 

its pressure. So if the speed of a fluid increases, its pressure will simultaneously decrease. 

The wind can be considered as the movement of a fluid, so an increase of the wind speed leads to a 

decrease of the air pressure in the same area. 

If an object with a determinate shape is placed on a space with wind, the air particles, when 

approaching it, will have to alter their trajectory to avoid it. If the object’s shape is like in Figure 5, where 

the trajectories of the air particles are drawn, it can be seen that the particles passing down the object 

can follow an almost straight trajectory, while the particles passing over have to follow the curvature of 

the object. Considering that all particles have to pass the object with the same time, as the trajectory of 

the ones passing over is longer, it’s obvious that their speed must be greater. 

 

Figure 5: Lift. – www.msnucleus.org 

Applying the Bernoulli’s principle, as the particles passing over the object have increased their speed, 

the pressure over the object is lower than the normal pressure around and down the object, so a force 

is created because of the difference of pressures, pushing the object upwards. This force is called lift. 

The wings on an airplane have the shape of this object, allowing them to fly, and the sails on a sailboat 

also have this shape, allowing them to sail upwind. 

Sailing upwind 

Sailing upwind is possible thanks to the lift, a force that appears when the wind passes through the sails, 

acting perpendicular to the surface of the sail. So in this case the sails must not be placed perpendicular 

to the direction of the apparent wind, but almost parallel to it. 
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The apparition of this force can be explained with the Bernoulli’s principle and also with Newton’s laws 

of motion. As can be seen in Figure 6 the trajectory of the wind passing through the sails is altered. 

According to Newton’s first law, that can only occur if a force is applied on the particles forming the air. 

This force is provided by the sail, which blocks the particles from following their trajectory. So, applying 

Newton’s third law, if the sail applies a force on the air particles, altering their trajectory, the particles 

also apply an equal and opposite force on the sail called lift. 

 

Figure 6: Upwind sailing wind components. – www.cyberstarling.org.uk 

In Figure 6 the lift is represented with a red line and is separated in two components, one acting forward 

and the other acting sideways on the sail. The one acting forward is the one allowing the boat to sail 

upwind, and the one acting sideways has to be compensated with an opposing force that will be 

explained shortly. 

The center of the total lift force of a sail is the center of effort and it’s usually at the deepest point in the 

curvature of the sail. This point can be moved adjusting the tension of the outhaul, downhaul and boom 

vang. The lift force can be operated as if applied on the point of effort. 

1.2.2 Lateral drag 

The lift force enables the boat to sail upwind, but has a secondary effect, the component acting 

sideways. If this component is not cancelled the resultant won’t allow the boat to go upwind. The part 

of the boat which purpose is to cancel the lateral component is the keel or centerboard. 

The lift force tends to move the boat sideways, but when she starts moving sideways appears the lateral 

drag. The lateral drag is the resistance of the water to the lateral movement of the boat. As the keel or 

centerboard is a longitudinal structure, it doesn’t oppose much resistance to the advance, but it does 

oppose a lot of resistance to lateral movement so it can almost annul the sideways component of the lift 

force, leaving only the forward component so the boat can advance upwind. 
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The center of lateral resistance is where the total lateral drag is applied. It’s usually situated on the 

centerboard. As the center of lateral resistance and the center of effort are separated, although they 

don’t make the boat move because are of almost equal magnitude and opposite direction, they create a 

torsion effect. 

First of all, if the center of effort is situated forward of the center of lateral resistance, the boat will tend 

to turn away from the wind and if the center of lateral resistance is situated forward of the center of 

effort the boat will tend to turn to the wind. In any case this tendency will have to be compensated with 

the rudder, causing some extra resistance to the advance and so loosing speed. The conclusion is that 

both centers should be at the same transversal plane. This can be accomplished adjusting the sail lines 

to change the position of the center of effort. 

Second and more important, the center of lateral resistance will always be below the center of effort, so 

the torsion effect will cause the boat to list to the opposite side from where the wind comes. As greater 

is the lateral component, greater will be the list created, and as higher is the center of effort also greater 

will be the list. This list has to be compensated with counterweight. 

A lot of sailboats carry heavy ballast at the bottom edge of the keel. When the sailboat lists, this weight 

is situated at the opposite side of the list, so it reduces the list. In some modern racing sailboats the 

ballasted keel is mobile, so it can be tilted to both sides, so the weight can be placed further to the side 

reducing even more the list. Also the crew and the materials inside the boat can be moved to the 

opposite side of the list to reduce it. 

1.2.3 Resistance to advance 

The factors influencing the resistance to advance of a sailboat are basically two. 

The first one is the friction produced by the wind hitting the sails, the hull and all the parts of the boat. 

The wind force and direction that must be taken in account is the apparent wind, because is the one 

that really affects the boat. The friction of the apparent wind must also be separated in two 

components. The lateral component will have the same effect as the lateral component of the lift, 

causing a list on the boat. The longitudinal component can have a positive or negative impact on the 

speed of the boat, because if the apparent wind is coming from aft the speed of the boat will increase, 

but if it comes from forward, the speed of the boat will decrease. When sailing downwind is this wind 

friction what makes the boat advance so sails are used to maximize this friction, but when sailing 

upwind is the lift that makes the boat advance and the wind friction slows her, so it must be minimized 

reducing the total surface exposed to the wind. 

The second one is the friction with the water. The transversal component of this friction helps the boat 

to sail forward, so as higher is this component better is the performance of the sailboat. This component 

counteracts the transversal components of the lift and the wind friction and is mostly created by the 

keel or centerboard. The longitudinal component is always opposed to the speed of the boat, so the 

objective is to reduce it. This friction depends on the speed the water is passing through the hull of the 

boat and this depends on the possible currents but basically depends on the speed of the boat. It also 

depends on the shape of the hull and the friction coefficient of the materials and also on how much 

volume of the hull is submerged. This friction usually is much greater than the friction caused by the 

wind, unless the boat is sailing really slow and the wind speed is very high.  
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Planning 

When a boat navigates, she creates a series of waves called displacement waves depending on the 

configuration of the hull. Normally appears a wave’s peak just in front of the boat and another at the 

stern, so the boat is stuck between those two waves. The speed of those waves determines the 

maximum speed the boat can take and depends on the length of the boat. However, depending on the 

design of the hull, the weight of the boat and the conditions, some boats have the capacity to pass over 

the wave situated at the front of the boat entering a state called planning where the boat is riding on 

top of the water instead of plowing through it. In this state first of all the vessel is no longer trapped 

between two waves, so she has no speed limit, and second, as the boat is floating over the water, the 

friction with the water is drastically reduced, and as at high boat speed this friction is the most 

significant, the speed rises significantly. 

As a result, in some types of sailboats, the key to win a race is to be planning as long as possible. The 

conditions for a boat to enter this state are to have a hull design where the bottom part of the hull is 

quite flat, which most modern sailboats have, and they need enough speed and propulsion to surpass 

the front wave. Once passed this wave, the power needed to keep the speed higher than the front 

wave, and so keep planning, is much less than the power needed to surpass the front wave in the first 

place. So the objective is to get enough propulsion to surpass the front wave and then just keep the 

speed over that of the front wave so the boat doesn’t stop planning. 

This will be further explained in Chapter 6. 

Wave resistance 

Waves also produce a specific type of resistance and affect to the speed of the boat, but as this is more 

complex and is very important for the objective of this project, this topic will be developed on Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 Meteorology 

To study the meteorological forecasting methods is necessary to understand the meteorological 

phenomena appearing in the forecast. 

As the objective of the study of the forecasting methods is to improve the results in a sailing race, not all 

the phenomena are relevant in this particular study so only the most important ones will be explained. 

First of all a review of the main meteorological variables will be done, followed by the explanation of the 

most important meteorological phenomenon in sailing, the wind, and finally the other meteorological 

phenomena. 

2.1 Meteorological variables 

The main meteorological variables that may affect sailing are temperature, pressure and humidity. 

Those variables by themselves don’t have an important effect on sailing. The main effect they may have 

is the change in the air density they produce. As more temperature, less will be the density of the air, 

because hot air molecules repel each other; as more pressure more density, because air molecules are 

pushed against each other; as more humidity less pressure, because water steam has lower density than 

air. The air density determines how strong are the friction caused by the wind on the sailboat and the lift 

produced on the sails. 

Humidity and temperature also have an impact on material’s resistance, so very humid environment and 

extreme temperatures can cause damage to the boat equipment. Temperature can affect also the 

performance of the crew both for cold and hot extreme temperatures. 

Besides, the variation of these variables is the origin of all the meteorological phenomena, so indirectly 

they are important on sailing. Their affectation in the apparition of the meteorological phenomena will 

be explained in their corresponding section. 

2.2 Wind 

Wind is the horizontal movement of air, defined by its speed and direction. It’s the most important 

meteorological phenomenon in sailing races. It’s obvious since the propulsion of the boat proceeds from 

the wind.  

In Table 1 can be seen the Beaufort scale, the scale used to classify wind according to its intensity. 
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Beaufort 
Wind 
speed 
(knots) 

Effects on land 

0 
Calm 

0 Calm. Smoke rises vertically. 

1 
Light air 

1 - 3 Smoke drift indicates wind direction and wind vanes cease moving. 

2 
Light breeze 

4 - 6 Wind felt on exposed skin. Leaves rustle and wind vanes begin to move. 

3 
Gentle breeze 

7 - 10 Leaves and small twigs constantly moving, light flags extended. 

4 
Moderate 
breeze 

11 - 16 Dust and loose paper raised. Small branches begin to move. 

5 
Fresh breeze 

17 - 21 Branches of a moderate size move. Small trees in leaf begin to sway. 

6 
Strong breeze 

22 - 27 
Large branches in motion. Whistling heard in overhead wires. Umbrella 
use becomes difficult. Empty plastic bins tip over. 

7 
Near gale 

28 - 33 Whole trees in motion. Effort needed to walk against the wind. 

8 
Gale 

34 - 40 
Some twigs broken from trees. Cars veer on road. Progress on foot is 
seriously impeded. 

9 
Severe gale 

41 - 47 
Some branches break off trees, and some small trees blow over. 
Construction/temporary signs and barricades blow over. 

10 
Storm 

48 - 55 
Trees are broken off or uprooted, saplings bent and deformed. Poorly 
attached asphalt shingles and shingles in poor condition peel off roofs. 

11 
Violent storm 

56 - 63 
Widespread damage to vegetation. Many roofing surfaces are damaged; 
asphalt tiles that have curled up and/or fractured due to age may break 
away completely. 

12 
Hurricane 

>63 
Very widespread damage to vegetation. Some windows may break; 
mobile homes and poorly constructed sheds and barns are damaged. 
Debris may be hurled about. 

Table 1: Beaufort wind scale. 
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2.2.1 Wind formation 

When the temperature of an air mass rises, its density decreases. As this air mass has lower density than 

the surrounding air it starts moving up leaving behind a low pressure area. As the area surrounding has 

greater pressure, the air particles tend to move towards this low pressure area, creating a horizontal 

movement of air, called wind. In other words, wind appears when there are different pressures in 

adjacent air masses and those pressure differences are created by temperature differences. 

Taking that into account is possible to deduce that, the study of the evolution of air masses’ 

temperatures is what is needed to predict the wind. But this is not an easy task, because there are too 

many sources of heat which affect the air temperature and the interaction of air masses between other 

air masses and with the earth surface is difficult to predict because it’s influenced by many variables. 

2.2.2 Global wind distribution 

On a large scale, global winds are affected by geographical climate zones and the Coriolis Effect. 

Climate zones 

The surface of the earth can be divided into 5 climate zones. The Tropical zone situated between 23,5° 

North and 23,5° South. Two Temperate zones between 23,5° and 66,5°, one on the Northern 

Hemisphere and the other on the Southern Hemisphere. Finally two Polar Regions between 66,5° and 

90°, one on the Northern Hemisphere and the other on the Southern Hemisphere. 

The temperature in those three areas is different because of the sunlight incising inclination. The 

Tropical is the hottest and the Polar are the coldest. 

This difference in temperatures due to the inclination of the incising sunlight creates the Doldrums, a 

low pressure belt situated over the Equator, caused by the ascent of the warmed air. Consequently the 

air situated north and south of the Equator starts moving into it, creating a southern wind on the South 

Hemisphere and a northern wind on the North Hemisphere. The hot air ascending on the Equator gets 

cold as it rises and starts gaining latitude to the north or to the south. When it arrives to about 30° from 

the Equator it’s cold enough to start sinking and returning to the surface where a high pressure belt 

appears. This high pressure belt is called Horse latitude. Then this air mass tend to move from the high 

pressure zone where is found, to the low pressure zone on the Equator closing this circle of general air 

masses circulation. This circle is called Hardley cell. 

This same circle is developed in Polar Regions where the air in the Pols starts to sink creating a high 

pressure zone. This air starts expanding decreasing in latitude creating a southern wind in the South 

Hemisphere and a northern wind in the North Hemisphere. When this air gets to about 60° latitude it 

has been warmed enough to go up again, gaining latitude and then closing this other circle called Polar 

cell. So a low pressure belt is formed at a latitude of about 60°. 

Finally, since there is a high pressure belt at 30° and a low pressure belt at 60°, a superficial 

displacement of air masses is created from the 30° high pressure to the 60° low pressure creating a 

northern wind in the South Hemisphere and a southern wind in the North Hemisphere. This creates the 

third circle called Ferrel cell. 

These three cells are illustrated on Figure 7. 
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This thermal effect is not the only one affecting the global wind scheme because, as can be seen in 

Figure 7, the prevailing winds are not blowing directly from the north or the south in the different 

regions, they have an east or west component also and this is caused by the Coriolis Effect. 

 

Figure 7: Wind cells and global winds. – gcps.desire2learn.com 

Coriolis Effect 

The Coriolis Effect is a phenomenon that affects everything moving on the Earth’s surface and is caused 

by Earth’s rotation. The Earth rotates from west to east around an axis passing through both Poles. So, if 

looked from above the North Pole, the Earth will seem to turn anticlockwise and, if looked from above 

the South Pole, it seems to be turning clockwise. 

As the Earth rotates around its axis, everything attached to its surface turns with it and the time taken to 

turn around is the same for all surface points. But the point is that a surface point situated at the 

Equator will travel more distance, while turning around the axis, than a surface point situated near the 

Pole, because the distance to the axis of the first point is greater. Since the distance traveled by the first 

point is greater than the second, and the time used by both is the same, the turning speed of the first 

point is greater than the turning speed of the second object. 

If an object is placed over the first point on the Equator, turning at the same speed, and this object 

starts moving to the north, according to Newton’s first law of movement it will tend to maintain its 

turning speed, but as it travels north, the surface points it passes over, as they are closer to the axis of 

rotation, they have a smaller turning speed. As the object is turning faster to the east than the surface, 
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for an observer situated over the Earth it will appear that the object is suffering an acceleration to the 

east and starts turning to the right as it moves north. This apparent acceleration is called Coriolis 

acceleration. The trajectory of this object will keep turning to the east until the object travels directly to 

the east. In that moment, as the object is no longer approaching to the Earth’s rotation axis, his turning 

speed will no longer vary from the turning speed of the surface, so it will no longer turn to the right. 

If the same object initially starts to move south from the Equator, the surface it will pass over will have a 

lower turning speed to the east, so it will seem like the object starts moving east, altering its trajectory 

to the left. 

If the same object is initially on the North Pole its rotation speed will be null. If it starts to move south, 

the surface it will pass over will have greater turning speed to the east, so it will seem like the object is 

turning to the west, altering its trajectory to the right. 

Finally if the object is placed on the South Pole and starts moving north it will seem like it’s turning to 

the west, altering its trajectory to the left. 

Using the same reasoning it can be generalized that any object moving on the Earth’s surface on the 

Northern Hemisphere will turn to the right as it moves until it goes east or west and on the Southern 

Hemisphere it will turn to the left as it moves until it goes east or west. 

It’s important to mention that the Coriolis Effect is really weak near the Equator, being null at the 

Equator, and maximum on the Poles. 

Global winds 

For this reason, the general global winds caused by the climate zones don’t travel directly north or 

south. As it can be seen in Figure 7, wind on the Tropical and Polar Regions are easterly winds and in the 

Template Regions they are westerly. 

 

Figure 8: Prevailing winds of the world. – www.photographers1.com 
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So the general distribution of global winds is as follows (Figure 8): 

- On the northern Polar Region winds are northeasterly and usually called Polar easterlies. 

- On the northern Template Region winds are southwesterly and usually called Prevailing 

westerlies. 

- On the 30° North high pressure belt called northern Horse latitudes, wind uses to be calm, 

because the air in this region is descending. 

- On the northern Tropic Region winds are northeasterly and usually called Trade winds. 

- On the Equatorial region called the Doldrums wind uses to be calm, because the air in this 

region is ascending. 

- On the southern Tropic Region winds are southeasterly and usually called Trade winds. 

- On the 30° South high pressure belt called southern Horse latitudes, wind uses to be calm, 

because the air in this region is descending. 

- On the southern Template Region winds are northwesterly and usually called Prevailing 

westerlies. 

- On the southern Polar Region winds are southeasterly and usually called Polar easterlies. 

The position of those areas varies during the year, mainly due to the inclination of the Earth respect to 

the Sun, so in northern summer the Tropical Region will be centered north of the Equator and all the 

general wind distribution will be displaced north and in northern winter the distribution will move 

south. 

2.2.3 Real wind breakdown 

The general distribution of winds in the world is the one exposed in the previous sections, affected by 

pressure differences and the Coriolis Effect. Nevertheless, the real wind that can be found at any place 

varies over time. This has to do with some other local influences over the wind that will be explained in 

next section and with the behavior of low and high pressure systems. In this section will be explained 

the wind that is produced by the low and high pressure systems. 

Geostrophic Wind 

Supposing there is an area of high pressure situated to the south and a low pressure area situated to the 

north and that the difference of pressure (from now on will be called pressure gradient) is equally 

distributed, it can be assumed that the air particles situated between will suffer an acceleration, caused 

by the pressure gradient, to the north. When these particles start moving north, if they are on the 

Northern Hemisphere, will suffer the acceleration of the Coriolis Effect to the right of their trajectory, 

initially to the east. As the movement direction of the particles changes to the east, the direction of the 

Coriolis acceleration also changes to the south, as air particles are still suffering the acceleration of the 

pressure gradient to the north. Finally the equilibrium will occur when air particles’ direction is directly 

east, because the Coriolis acceleration pointing south cancels the acceleration of the pressure gradient 

pointing north. Figure 9 illustrates the process, where the black lines represent the isobars, lines where 

all of their points have the same pressure. 
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Figure 9: Geostrophic Wind. – www.hko.gov.hk 

As the Coriolis force is proportional to the speed of movement of the air particles, and has to be equal 

to the pressure gradient force, the speed of the particles depends on the magnitude of the pressure 

gradient. The direction of movement of the particles is perpendicular to the pressure gradient, in other 

words, is parallel to the isobars. 

Gradient Wind 

The geostrophic wind supposes the isobars to be straight lines, but in reality the isobars use to have 

some curvature, forming circles around low or high pressure systems. The gradient wind takes into 

account this curvature adding the centrifugal force to the equation. The result is different depending on 

the direction of the curvature, as illustrated in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10: Gradient Wind. – ww2010.atmos.uiuc.edu 

In the picture on the left side the isobars curve towards the low pressure, this is usual to find in low 

pressure systems. On the picture on the right, the isobars curve towards the high pressure, that is usual 

to find in high pressure systems. In both cases the direction of the air particles remains perpendicular to 

the pressure gradient, that is parallel to the isobars, but the speed of the particles vary from the one on 

the geostrophic wind supposition. 
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In the first case, on a low pressure system, to find the equilibrium, the sum of the centrifugal force and 

the Coriolis force have to be equal to the pressure gradient force, so compared to the case of the 

geostrophic wind, the Coriolis force doesn’t need to be as strong, because the centrifugal force is adding 

to it. The result is that the speed of the gradient wind is lower than the geostrophic wind. 

In the second case, on a high pressure system, the sum of the pressure gradient force and the 

centrifugal force have to be equal to the Coriolis force, so in this case the Coriolis force needs to be 

stronger than in a geostrophic wind, so the speed of the air particles has to be greater than in the 

geostrophic wind. 

An important fact can be deduced here. As near the Equator the Coriolis Effect is really weak, in the case 

of a high pressure system, the Coriolis force will not be able to counteract the pressure gradient force 

and the centrifugal force. That’s why on the Equator cannot be any high pressure system, only low 

pressure systems are found there. 

Winds near the surface 

The geostrophic wind and the gradient wind are good approximations of the real wind that is found in 

high troposphere layers, but in the lowest layers, from the surface to about 1 or 2 km above it, the wind 

is affected by friction with the surface. This layer is called boundary layer. As sailing always occurs in this 

boundary layer, the real wind to take into account is the one shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: Surface wind. – ww2010.atmos.uiuc.edu 

In surface wind there is another force affecting air particles. That’s the friction force caused by friction of 

the particles with the surface. At the same time, the surface layer transfers the friction to the next layer 

particles, being reduced as getting higher until reaching the top of the boundary layer where the wind is 

indeed geostrophic. The friction force acts in opposite direction to the movement of the particles and 

depends on the speed of the particle and the roughness of the terrain. 

As the friction force opposes to the movement of the particles, it’s obvious that the speed of the surface 

wind will be less than the geostrophic. As the speed is been reduced, the Coriolis force is also reduced, 

so the pressure gradient force becomes dominant. As a result the total wind deflects slightly towards 

the low pressure. The amount of deflection and speed decrement depends on the roughness of the 

terrain. For example over a calm ocean the friction is low, because air particles don’t have to avoid any 

obstacles, so the speed decrement is low and so the deflection is also low; but instead, over a forest or 

hills, the surface particles are really slowed by obstacles so the speed decrement and deflection are 

high. 
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2.2.4 Local winds 

In the previous sections the general global winds and the low and high pressure systems have been 

explained, but those winds are affected by many other factors altering them in a local scale. Some of 

those variations are caused also by temperature differences creating pressure differences and other 

variations are based on the geography. All of these local winds can be considered not affected by 

Coriolis Effect because they only act in a small zone. 

Sea/Land breeze 

Some of the most common local winds are coastal winds, called sea breeze and land breeze. Those 

winds appear over bodies of water near land. Their origin is the different heat capacity of water and 

land, causing water’s temperature to change slower than land’s temperature. 

In the morning, when solar radiation starts heating land faster than water, the air mass over the land 

heats faster, ascending and creating a low pressure over the land. The pressure difference creates an air 

flow from the water to the land, creating a sea breeze (Figure 12). In the evening, when solar radiation 

stops heating, land cools faster than water, decreasing the effect of the sea breeze. If during the night 

the land’s temperature go below the adjacent water’s temperature, the breeze will invert, starting a 

land breeze since the pressure over the water is lower than the pressure over land. Usually the land 

breeze is not as strong as the sea breeze. The next morning, when solar radiation starts heating the land 

faster, the land breeze will dissipate and the sea breeze will form again. 

 

Figure 12: Sea breeze. – en.wikipedia.org 

The existence of these two breezes doesn’t mean that in coastal zones only exists this wind 

configuration. In coastal zones, the same general wind pattern is applied, but to this general wind 

pattern has to be added the effect of the sea and land breezes. So if in a coastal area the general wind is 
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blowing from land to sea, during the day the sea breeze will diminish the total wind in that area and 

during the night the land breeze will increment the intensity of the general wind. 

Heat and cold sources 

The land-sea scheme of the coastal breezes can be applied also to big lakes as the lake and the land 

have different heat capacity. The same can happen inland where there are different types of terrain 

with different heat capacity. One example is the mountain-valley winds, similar to the sea-land winds; 

also the zones covered by snow or ice; even forests have a temperature effect, but any of them has 

much interest in this project for sailing purposes, unless there are situated near the coast, where their 

effect on the wind can extend to the adjacent sea surface. 

The mountain-valley winds are caused by the altitude difference of the valley and the mountain. During 

the morning the mountain side facing east heats faster than the valley because is more exposed to the 

sun. As the mountain heats faster, a low pressure area is created over the mountain and a high pressure 

on the valley, so a valley wind starts blowing up the mountain. During the end of the evening the 

mountain side stops being heated by the sun and gets cold faster than the valley, so a mountain wind 

appears. 

When moving to the sea there also can be masses of water with different temperatures adjacent one to 

another. The effect in this case will be similar, the hottest water mass heats the air mass over it creating 

a low pressure zone and the air mass over the cold water, colder so with more pressure, displaces to the 

low pressure, creating a wind from the cold water area to the hot water area. Those differences in water 

temperature can be caused by different factors. 

One of the causes of adjacent water masses with different temperatures are sea currents, which will be 

explained in section 3.3, as a sea current can take hot water from the Tropic, or cold water from Polar 

Regions, to the Template zone. Another cause can be the affluence of water from another source, for 

example from rivers, rain or snow melting, that may be hotter or colder than the sea water. 

All wind generated by all those heat or cold sources interact with the general prevailing winds, altering 

them, but these alterations are difficult to predict because of the great range of variables involved. 

Geographical formations 

Applying the previous heat-cold factors, the general wind scheme can be approximated to the real wind, 

but that approximation is not similar enough to the real winds in a local scale. There’s another 

important factor affecting winds, the geographical formations. 

In high sea the wind is not affected by geographical formations, because there isn’t any, but near the 

coast the wind is affected by the coast line and by other geographical formations situated near the 

coast. 

The configuration of the coast line can have a different effect on the wind depending on its 

characteristics. First of all it determines the direction of the sea-land breezes and also their intensity 

according to the terrain type as different terrains have different heat capacities. 

The height of the coastline is one of the main aspects influencing the wind. If the coastline is almost at 

sea level and flat, the wind will be almost equal on the coast that into the sea, so the effect of the coast 
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will be inappreciable. If instead the coast is composed of high cliffs, the prevailing wind will find an 

obstacle that will have to avoid.  

If there is a coastal geographical formation, like for example an strait, the wind will also be deviated. 

Also the effect on the wind caused by mountains near the coast can extend to the sea. 

2.3 Other meteorological phenomena 

Other important meteorological phenomena are precipitations, suspended condensed water and 

thunderstorms. This other meteorological phenomena do not directly affect sailing as much as the wind, 

but may have some impact on related aspects leading to a change in the performance of the boat or the 

crew. 

2.3.1 Precipitation 

Precipitation may reduce the crew performance because is uncomfortable to be under the rain if not 

well equipped for that, and staying wet for long periods is harmful for health. 

Precipitation also has adverse effects on the performance of the sailboat: 

-If the precipitation is liquid, i.e. rain, the water can get into the boat so it’s important that the hull is 

completely watertight to prevent a flooding and also that the boat has a self-bailing system which 

automatically drains the water that gets inside the cockpit. This is also important when there are big 

waves that may splash over the boat. This is important not only to prevent the boat from sinking, but 

also to avoid an overweight caused by the water that will slow the boat. Depending on the material of 

the sail the rain can soak it, making it heavier. This will overweight the boat but also will reduce the 

boat’s stability as the added weight is situated high. It also can affect the shape of the sail, reducing its 

effectiveness. 

-If it’s snowing, the snow settling over the sails and the boat can melt, causing the same effect than the 

rain, but if it’s cold enough the snow can accumulate on the boat structures overweighting the boat. In 

that case the self-bailing system is useless and the only way to get rid of the overweight is for the crew 

to throw the snow overboard, which is a hard job. 

-If the precipitation is hail, it may cause the same adverse effects than snow, but if the size of the 

hailstones is enough it can produce damage to the boat structures, specially the sails. 

2.3.2 Clouds and fog 

The presence of clouds is not of much importance when sailing, except for the morale of the crew and 

for the boats equipped with solar panels to obtain energy during long sailing races. 

The fog is a more important phenomenon because of the visibility reduction it causes. Nowadays it 

doesn’t suppose as much problems because most sailing boats are equipped with GPS systems so even 

without any visibility they can locate themselves. Anyway, the presence of fog on short races with buoys 

marking the turning points and especially for small sailboats that may not be equipped with any 

positioning system can be an important handicap on the orientation of the crew on the sail course. 
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2.3.3 Thunderstorms 

It’s very dangerous to be in a sailboat during a thunderstorm because thunderstorms at sea use to be 

very violent because the sea water is a great conductor. Besides, lightning bolts use to strike the highest 

elevation in the vicinity, and if there is a lonely sailboat in the sea, this elevation will be the mast of the 

sailboat so during a thunderstorm is probably that a thunder strikes the mast of the sailboat. For this 

reason it’s important for all sailing boats to have a lightning rod on the top of the mast well grounded to 

avoid the possible consequences of a lightning stroke. 
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Chapter 3 Oceanography 

In this chapter, the different topics covered by oceanography affecting sailing will be explained. In the 

first section there is an introduction to oceanography topics and in the remaining sections the most 

important ones will be developed. 

3.1 Oceanography topics 

There is a wide range of topics covered by oceanography but this project will study only the ones with 

an effect in sailing. One of the main topics is the composition and characteristics of the sea water. 

One important characteristic of the sea water is the salinity. The salinity is the salt content of the sea 

water. The salinity affects the physical properties of seawater. One of the most important properties 

affected by salinity is the density. As greater the salinity greater the density of the water because the 

volume increase at a much lower rate than the weight when dissolving salts in water. The freezing point 

temperature also depends on the salinity. Fresh water freezes at 0°C but as salinity increases, the 

freezing point decreases.  

Salinity varies on different seawater masses. There are different factors affecting salinity, all related to 

the addition or subtraction of fresh water while the salt content remains the same. The first factor is the 

equilibrium between the evaporation and the precipitation rate. If there is more evaporation than 

precipitation the salinity will increase and if there is more precipitation than evaporation the salinity will 

decrease. Another factor is the formation and melting of ice: when an ice floe is formed, its basic 

composition is fresh water and its salt content is very low, so the water surrounding the new formed ice 

floe increases its salinity, in the other hand when the ice floe melts, the water surrounding suffer a fresh 

water contribution, decreasing its salinity. Also the emptying of a large river can decrease the salinity of 

the water near the river mouth because river’s water uses to be fresh water. 

Another important characteristic of seawater is the temperature. As seen in Chapter 2 it has a very 

important effect on meteorology and as will be seen in section 3.3 it also has a major importance on sea 

currents as it affects the density of seawater. Seawater’s temperature is affected mainly by the sun 

radiation. Near the Equator the sun radiation is high, which heats the seawater and the further from it 

the less sun radiation gets to the sea so the seawater temperature is colder. 

Those two seawater characteristics affect the seawater density and viscosity: to more temperature less 

density and less viscosity and to more salinity more density and more viscosity. The pressure also affects 

density and viscosity: to more pressure more density and more viscosity. Small pressure differences 

don’t affect the density or viscosity, so horizontally the pressure can be considered equal. But vertically 
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the pressure varies significantly, so in deep water the density and viscosity increase due to high 

pressures. 

Density and viscosity of seawater are important in sailing, because they determine the floatability and 

the capacity of the boat to go through the seawater. If water is denser the floatability will increase, 

reducing the submerged volume of the boat which at the same time will reduce the friction surface of 

the hull with the water, reducing total resistance. If the viscosity is higher, the resistance offered by 

seawater to the advance of the boat will be greater, so the total resistance will increment. 

The last important seawater characteristic is the superficial tension. The surface tension is the elastic 

tendency of a fluid surface which makes it acquire the least surface area possible. The water surface 

tension is elevated so for an object to cross the water surface is more difficult than to move inside it 

once the surface is been crossed. This has an important effect on wave formation and in sailboat 

planning. 

However, the most important oceanography’s topic in sailing is the fluid dynamics and more specifically 

the study of waves and sea currents, so the next sections will be dedicated to these two phenomena. 

3.2 Waves 

In meteorology the most important phenomenon to sailing is the wind and in oceanography are the 

waves. In this section the formation of the waves, their characteristics and their different kinds are going 

to be explained. 

Wave height can be referred by its degree in the Douglas scale shown in Table 2. 

Degree Height (m) Description 

0 no wave Calm (Glassy) 

1 0–0.10 Calm (rippled) 

2 0.10–0.50 Smooth 

3 0.50–1.25 Slight 

4 1.25–2.50 Moderate 

5 2.50–4.00 Rough 

6 4.00–6.00 Very rough 

7 6.00–9.00 High 

8 9.00–14.00 Very high 

9 14.00+ Phenomenal 

Table 2: Douglas sea scale. 
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3.2.1 Waves characteristics 

The characteristics of a wave are the height, the length, the period and the translation speed: 

-The wave height is the vertical distance from the top of the crest to the bottom of the consecutive 

valley. 

-The wave length is the horizontal distance between two crests. 

-The period of the wave is the time taken for a sea particle affected by the wave to make a complete 

oscillation. 

-The translation speed of a wave is the speed at which the crest of the wave displaces horizontally. 

Each one of these characteristics is related with the others.  

3.2.2 Waves formation and growing factors 

Formation 

The agent responsible for the formation of the waves is the wind, which has been developed in section 

2.2. When wind starts blowing over the calm sea surface it transmits its energy to the superficial sea 

particles, dragging them and creating ripples over the sea surface. These sea particles start accumulating 

in some places creating little crests and their corresponding valleys. The wind pushes against the 

windward face of the crest, transmitting more energy to it. The little crest absorbs the energy 

accelerating and growing in size. This little crests and valleys keep growing in size until waves are 

formed. 

Growing factors 

As the wind is responsible of the formation of waves, the growing factors of the waves are related to the 

wind. The growing factors are three: intensity, persistence and fetch. 

-The intensity of the wind is a clear important factor in the size of the waves it creates. As stronger is the 

wind, bigger are the waves it creates. The intensity of the wind determines the maximum size of the 

waves it can create, but there are other factors affecting the real size of the waves created. 

-The persistence refers to the time that the wind is blowing over a maritime surface area with the same 

intensity and direction. As said in the formation section, the waves start with little ripples on the sea 

surface which start growing becoming little waves which can latter become bigger waves. So even if the 

intensity of the wind is very high, if there is no persistence, for example if the wind blows only during a 

few minutes, the waves don’t have enough time to grow. The intensity of the wind determines the 

maximum size of the waves and the growing speed of the waves, but the persistence is important to 

determinate up to what point the waves really grow. 

-Finally the fetch refers to the maritime distance the wind is blowing over, with a same intensity and 

direction. As persistence does, the fetch also determines whether the waves can be fully developed or 

not. If the fetch is not enough, regardless of the intensity and persistence, the waves will not be able to 

grow much, because as wave have a certain displacement speed, as they start formatting in an area they 

start moving and if they get out of the maritime are where the wind is blowing or if they encounter an 
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obstacle, like an island or continent, they won’t have any more energy supply to keep growing or will 

disappear respectively. An example can be a swimming pool where, doesn’t matter how many time and 

how strong the wind blows, the waves created on its surface will not be very big.  

Wave height graphs 

So those three factor are all important to determinate the size of the real waves created. The graphic in 

Figure 13 can be used to derive the height of the waves according to determined wind intensity, 

persistence and fetch. In the vertical scale there is the wind speed in knots at the left and in miles per 

hour at the right; in the horizontal scale there is the fetch distance in nautical miles; the discontinued 

lines represent the persistence in hours; the continuous curved lines represent the height of the waves 

in feet. The way to use this graphic is as follows. 

 

Figure 13: Wave height graphic. – www.soest.hawaii.edu 

First of all a wind speed has to be chosen, for example on the left side (in knots). Then, moving over the 

fictional horizontal line determined by that wind speed, an intersection is found with the fictional 

vertical line determined by the fetch length on the scale below. That intersection point gives a specific 

wave height value by averaging the values of the nearest continuous curved lines. Then another 

intersection point must be found between the fictional horizontal line of the wind speed and the 

discontinuous line representing the specific persistence time. This second intersection point gives 

another wave height value, by averaging the values of the nearest continuous curved lines. Finally, the 

real height of the waves will be the lower of the two obtained values. 
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Here is an example to find the wave height caused by a wind of 30 knots acting on a maritime zone of 

100 miles in length during 24 hours. The intersection between wind speed and fetch gives a wave height 

of about 12 feet and the intersection of the wind speed and the persistence gives a wave height of 

about 16 feet. So the real wave height will be about 12 feet and the limiting factor will be the fetch. 

3.2.3 Wind seas and swell 

Until now is been said that wind creates the waves, but when the wind stops affecting the sea surface, 

the waves that have been created don’t disappear instantly, but they continues to propagate, reducing 

their size slowly as they transfer their energy to the air particles above. So the same wave formation, 

when it’s still under the influence of the wind that has created it, it’s called wind sea, but after that wind 

stops acting, that wave formation happens to be called swell. 

Swell can propagate very long distances, depending on the initial energy of the waves, the energy loss to 

which is exposed and the existence of obstacles. The initial energy depends on the growth it has 

suffered during the actuation of the originator wind. The energy loss depends on the posterior winds 

acting on the area where the swell propagates: if these wind blow in the direction of the propagation 

they will offer les resistance to the swell and if the wind is faster than the swell, the waves can 

increment again; but if the wind blows against the propagation direction, the energy loss suffered by the 

swell will be greater. If the swell find any obstacles it can be dramatically reduced or even disappear. If 

the swell encounters a land formation it will disappear because the waves cannot cross it and if the 

swell passes over sufficiently shallow water area it will be reduced rapidly. 

The waves forming the swell are longer and less high than waves forming the wind sea. As the 

propagation speed of the waves depends on their length, it’s usual for swell waves to be faster than the 

wind blowing over them, which is an important fact in sailing. 

3.3 Sea currents 

Sea currents also affect sailing because as the boat is floating on the water, if the water itself has a 

movement, then the boat will also acquire this movement, which can be prejudicial but also can be 

advantageous if it has been planned and used correctly. 

3.3.1 Definition and classification of currents 

In this project a sea current is defined as a horizontal displacement of sea water. This displacement will 

be defined by a direction and a speed. The set is the direction of the current and the drift is the intensity 

of the current. 

Sea currents may be cyclic currents, meaning they change periodically, like tide currents, or can be 

permanent or semi-permanent currents, meaning they experience low change or a seasonal change, like 

the thermohaline and wind driven currents. These two last current types are the most important in a 

global scale, so each one of them are going to be explained. 
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Wind driven currents 

Wind driven currents are superficial currents caused by the friction of the wind with the sea surface. The 

same way the wind creates waves by friction, it also creates superficial currents. Even though the 

current formation process has the same characteristics as the wave formation, the formation of a 

current is slower than that of the waves. For this reason only predominant winds are able to set 

permanent or semi-permanent currents. 

Global scale sea currents are affected by the Coriolis Effect like occurs with global winds. The most 

superficial layer of the sea is affected by the predominant winds, applying a force on the surface sea 

particles. These particles start moving with the same direction of the wind but when they acquire some 

speed the Coriolis force starts acting over them perpendicular to the movement and directed to the 

right of the trajectory in the Northern Hemisphere and to the left in the Southern Hemisphere. 

That deflection is not very noticeable because, as the speed of the current is low, the Coriolis force is 

also low. However, when looking at the sea current below the first surface layer, it can be seen that its 

speed is lower and the trajectory is more deflected than the layer above. The dipper is looked, the 

slower the current gets and more deviated is the trajectory being able to get to go in the opposite 

direction than the wind. The representation of the vertical vectors of a wind driven current describes a 

spiral named after its discoverer Ekman. 

 

Figure 14: Ekman spiral. – upload.wikimedia.org 
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In Figure 14 a representation of the Ekman spiral in the Northern Hemisphere is illustrated. The blue 

arrow number 1 in the illustration represents the direction of the wind. All red arrows represent the 

force acquired from the layer above; in the case of arrow number 2 represents the force received from 

the wind. All yellow arrows represent the Coriolis force acting at right angles to the right, as this 

exemplification is for the Northern Hemisphere. All pink arrows represent the net resultant water 

movement. 

These wind driven currents affect about the first 100 meters of the seawater surface. As sailing occurs in 

the sea surface, those are the most important global currents in sailing. 

Thermohaline currents 

Thermohaline currents are sea currents caused by density differences in water masses. As explained in 

section 3.1, the density of seawater depends on their temperature, salinity and pressure. In that section 

is also explained that the major factor affecting seawater temperature is the sun radiation incidence, so 

as closer to the Equator, warmer will be the seawater. While wind driven currents affect only the 100 

meters superficial layer, the thermohaline currents affect all depths.  

The circulation caused by these thermohaline currents is known as the global ocean conveyor belt. It can 

be seen in Figure 15. It’s one of the main agents responsible of the Earth climate system as it transports 

great amounts of heat from the equator to colder places. It also transports nutrients from the sea 

bottom to the surface allowing the marine life to prosper.  

 

Figure 15: Global ocean conveyor belt. – www.nasa.gov 

The ocean conveyor belt process starts at the Polar Regions, where superficial seawater gets really cold 

due to the very cold air of these regions. Also the formation of ice in these regions produces an increase 

in the salinity of the surface seawater. This surface water mass, colder and saltier becomes denser and 

sinks. As it sinks, the surrounding surface water is pulled to replace the sinking water, forming a 

superficial current. This new water also gets cold and salty so it carries on the process. The sinking water 
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starts moving to Equator where it warms again and rises to the surface returning to Polar Regions 

closing the circle. 

This current is not important for sailing because it mainly affects deep water and his speed is very low. 

The only currents that affect sailing are superficial currents, so from now on in this chapter only 

superficial currents will be explained. 

3.3.2 Global surface currents 

The predominant global surface currents are wind driven currents. In section 2.2, global prevailing winds 

where explained. If one looks to the global wind distribution in Figure 8 and compare it with the global 

surface currents distribution in Figure 16, it can be seen a great similarity in the direction of winds and 

superficial currents. 

 

Figure 16: Surface Ocean currents. – static1.squarespace.com 

In Figure 16 the main superficial sea currents are represented by arrows. Blue arrows represent cold 

water currents and red arrows represent warm water currents. Logically, in Polar Regions there are 

mostly cold water currents and near the Equator there are mostly warm water currents. But it can be 

seen that not all of them are situated by this scheme. What really determines if a current is formed by 

warm or cold water is its origin. If it proceeds from near the Equator it will be a warm water current, and 
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it can extend far from the Equator, as is the case of the Norwegian Current in the North Atlantic. On the 

other hand, if a current proceeds from Polar Regions it will be a cold water current. 

It also can be seen in the figure that the main currents form circles around the oceans, a total of five 

large circles: on the North Atlantic, South Atlantic, North Pacific, South Pacific and Indian Ocean. The 

formation of those circles has to be with the Coriolis Effect. Notice that the turning direction is clockwise 

in the Northern Hemisphere and anticlockwise in the Southern Hemisphere. Also notice that near the 

Equator the currents go from east to west causing a countercurrent moving from west to east just over 

the Equator. Finally, it also can be seen that currents circulating over the eastern coasts of the 

continents are usually warm water currents, while currents over the western coasts of the continents 

are usually cold water currents. 

3.3.3 Local currents 

As happens with the wind, when looking on a local scale, the global factors are not enough to explain 

the real wind and currents that we found. In the case of the currents, as the wind is the origin of the 

surface currents, local wind also affect sea currents on a local scale. The other main local factors 

affecting them are tides, causing tidal currents, and the geography. 

Tidal currents 

Tides are the rise and fall of sea levels caused by the combined effects of the gravitational forces of the 

Moon and the Sun and the rotation of the Earth. The gravitational effect of the Moon and the Sun affect 

the seawater pulling it, changing the level of the sea. The effect of the Moon is greater than the effect of 

the Sun because is much closer. Anyway, if the two effects combine, the tide will be stronger. The tide is 

high on the side of the Earth facing the Moon and also at the opposite side of the Earth because of the 

centrifugal force exerted by Earth’s rotation. This can be seen in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17: Moon effect on tides. – www.boatsafe.com 

In some locations over the Earth there is a semidiurnal tide, with two almost equal highs and lows, in 

other locations experience a diurnal tide, only one high and one low and in other locations is possible to 

find a mixed tide, with two uneven highs and lows. In some places the amplitude of the tide (difference 

between the level of the sea during the high tide and during the low tide) is almost unnoticeable while 

in other places the amplitude can be of several meters as in the fishing port situated in the east coast of 

North American seen in Figure 18 where the effect of the huge tide amplitude is impressive. 
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Figure 18: High (left) and low (right) tide, Alma, New Brunswick. – upload.wikimedia.org 

In a sailing race, tides as a change of the sea level have to be taken into account depending on the 

location of the race to avoid running aground. But the topic of this section is the tidal currents, 

horizontal currents caused by the tides. As a tide is a rise and fall of sea level, this means that in the area 

affected by the tide there is an addition and a subtraction of water. This water has to come from 

somewhere and then has to go back. This water apportion creates a tidal current that depends directly 

on the tide characteristics. When the tide is rising, the tidal current will be directed to the land and 

when the tide is falling the tidal current will be directed to high sea. The intensity of the tidal current 

depends on the amplitude of the tide. 

Geography 

The last important factor influencing sea currents in a local scale is the geography. A current is a 

displacement of water. The total amount of water volume moved by a current has to be equal 

throughout its journey, so if in some place the space the current has to pass is restricted by any 

obstacle, to maintain the same flow volume the current has to speed up. In that case geography will not 

be directly creating a current, but altering the characteristics of an existing current, speeding it up, 

slowing it down or altering its trajectory. This can be applied to all kinds of currents, for example to tide 

currents, so if in a high tide amplitude area there is a port or bay with a narrow entrance, the tidal 

current in the entrance will be very high. Another example is the deflection of the North Equatorial 

Current caused when arrives at the coast of Brazil and derives to the Caribbean Current and then to the 

Florida Current. 
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However, geography can also create new tides. For example the Strait of Gibraltar suffers a current 

entering from the Atlantic Ocean into the Mediterranean Sea. This is because as the Mediterranean Sea 

has a greater evaporation rate than the water contribution from rivers and rain, it needs an additional 

contribution from the Atlantic Ocean and the only opening of this Sea is the Strait of Gibraltar. 
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Chapter 4 Different sailing races 

In this chapter, the different variations of sailing races will be explained according to the rules of the 

race, the boats competing and the length and location of the course. In the following chapters will be 

seen that for every type of sailing race, the most important factors of a meteorological or oceanographic 

forecast to have into account differ from one to another. 

4.1 Rules of a sailing race 

This section pretends to be an overview of the different types of sailing races according to the rules, that 

may affect which are the meteorological and oceanographic factors that have the most influence in 

deciding the winner of the race, and not a description of all the rules of a sailing race, because the 

majority of them are of non interest for the purpose of this project. 

At this point it’s important to introduce the term regatta. A regatta is an event where several racing 

boats face off in a series of sailing races, being the winner, the boat with the best overall performance in 

all the races. 

Almost all rules in sailing races are the same for all kinds of races. One of the most notorious exceptions 

is the scoring. Three major types of sailing races can be found according to the scoring rules. 

4.1.1 Fleet racing 

Fleet racing is the most common regatta setup, especially for dinghies, but almost all kinds of sailing 

boats have a great representation of this kind of races. In this regattas there can be from four boats to 

hundreds of boats. The full regatta is divided into several races, at least three. 

 

Figure 19: Fleet racing examples. – www.rfev.es 
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The scoring system in fleet racing takes each boat’s place in each of the races, added to compile a final 

score. The boat with the lowest score wins the regatta. For example if a boat finishes third in the first 

race, scores 3 points. If in the second race finishes second, scores two more points, with a total of 5 

points, and so it goes on until the last race. With this scoring method, constancy in all races is rewarded, 

because a boat can win the race without finishing in the first place in any race, but it’s difficult to win 

the competition for a boat that has a very bad result in only one of the races. 

As the different races can be spread over more than one day it’s possible than competitors encounter 

with several different wind and sea conditions, so if they want to keep constancy they need to be good 

at sailing in any conditions. The main factor affecting the result of every boat is the speed. The tactics 

also affect, but if one boat has a decent start and maintains more speed than the others without 

committing any infractions or errors she’s sure to win the race. So the objective of every boat is to reach 

the finish line as fast as possible. 

4.1.2 Match racing 

In match racing only two boats compete against each other. The winner is the first of the two boats to 

reach the final line. In this kind of sailing races, the importance of the tactics is greater than in other 

races, because the objective is not to get to the finish line as fast as possible, but to reach the finish line 

before the other boat does. So the tactics used in this kind of races are very different, usually trying to 

handicap the other boat instead of focusing on going faster. 

The best known competition of this type is the America’s Cup. Some of the competitions are illustrated 

on Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20: J-class competing in the 1937 edition of America’s Cup (left) and 2010 edition contestants (right). – 

worldlesstech.com / www.dailymail.co.uk 

4.1.3 Passage racing 

In a passage racing regatta, any number of sailboats can participate and it can be divided in any number 

of races or legs. The characteristic of this kind of races is that the course of the race is a passage 

between two different locations, that can be relatively close or far away from each other. If there is only 

one race or leg forming the regatta, then the first boat to get to the end point wins the race. If the 
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regatta has multiple races or legs, the total times taken for each boat to complete all of the legs will be 

calculated, and the boat with the lowest time will be the winner. 

This kind of regattas can last for several days, weeks or months, depending on the total length of all the 

races forming it, so between each one of the races the boats may be allowed to replenish provisions and 

stop into port or not, which convert these regattas in an endurance test. 

4.2 Boat types 

There are sailing races for all kinds of sailing boats. Sailing boats can be divided in two main groups: 

dinghies and yachts. A dinghy is a small light sailing boat rigged with one mast and with a centerboard. 

There are several different types that can be sailed by one, two or even three members. In Figure 21 

there are two examples of dinghies, a Laser on the left, designed to be sailed by one person and a 420 

on the right, designed to be sailed by two persons, both of them sailed by the author of this project. A 

yacht sailing boat is a larger boat than a dinghy, with heavier construction, that can be fitted with more 

than one mast, instead of a centerboard they may have a keel, and can be crewed from one to more 

than a hundred persons. 

 

Figure 21: Examples of dinghies. 

Sailing races can be divided according to the types of sailboats that can participate in the race or regatta. 

4.2.1 One-design races 

A one-design sailing race is a sailing race where all participant boats are of a one-design class. Examples 

of one design classes are the Laser and the 420 seen in Figure 21. A one-design class is a group of boats 

with the same characteristics, often mass produced. These boats have to be identical to each other; 

usually the judges of the race will take some measurements of the boat to ensure that she has not been 

modified from the original model. 
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The main disadvantage of a one-design class is that the participants cannot modify the characteristics of 

their boats to adapt them to their necessity. It also eliminates the part of the competition that has to do 

with boat design, in which some people are very interested. Another disadvantage of one-design races is 

that if a class is not very extended, in some territories it may be difficult to congregate enough boats to 

conform a fleet race. 

On the other hand, one of the advantages of a one-design class are the facility to get spare parts 

because of the mass production and the reduction of the costs that this implies, both in buying and 

repairing the boat. Another characteristic of these classes for some people is that, in a one-design race, 

the real skill of the sailors is tested, because as all boats are identical, the only difference in their 

performance is based on the actions of the crew. 

4.2.2 Handicap rating races 

A handicap rating race is a sailing race where all kinds of sailboats can participate at the same time 

against each other as seen on Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22: Different sailing dinghies on a handicap rating race. – www.islandbarn.org.uk 

This kind of sailing race is usual on small sailing clubs where there are not enough sailboats of the same 

class to hold a one-design race. This solves one of the problems of the one-design races, gathering the 

fleets of different one-design classes together in a single race, when they are not enough to hold a single 

class race. 

However some classes of sailboats are faster than others and even if the slower are sailed by better 

sailors usually it’s impossible that they can sail faster than faster sailboats. So if the winner of the race 

was the first to reach the finish line it will be unfair for the sailors of the slower boats. For this reason, in 

these races a handicap is applied to faster boats. The time taken for every boat to finish the race is 

divided by a number. This number is lower as faster is the boat, trying to even the possibility of every 
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sailboat to win the race. Several different ratting list are made for different race courses and wind 

conditions to adjust the rating numbers applied to every boat type. An example is displayed on Table 3. 

 

Class Persons Rig Spinnaker PYH 

0-9r 1 U 0 1720 

12 SQM Sharpie 2 S 0 1025 

29-ER 2 S A 922 

49-ER 2 S A 732 

420 2 S C 1100 

470 2 S C 973 

505 2 S C 910 

Active 15 2 S A 1050 

Boards 1 U 0 895 

Bosun 2 S C 1198 

Dabchick 2 S 0 1250 

Dabchick 1 S 0 1170 

Dart 15  (Sprint 15) 1 U 0 933 

Dart 16 2 S A 810 

Dart 18 2 S 0 805 

Dolphin 2 S ? 1020 

Enterprise 2 S 0 1115 

Extra  1 S 0 1058 

Extra (old wooden) 1  S 0 1195 

Europe 1 U 0 1148 

Finn –old, metal mast 1 U 0 1069 

Finn –new, carbon mast 1 U 0 1050 

Fireball 2 S C 975 

Flipper 2 S ? 1155 

Flying Dutchman 2 S C 879 

Flying Fifteen 2 S C 1023 

GP 14 2 S C 1130 

GP 14 2 S 0 1136 

Gypsy 2 S 0 1245 

Gypsy 1 S 0 1210 

Halcat 2 S 0 925 

Hobie Dragoon 2 U 0 1012 

Table 3: Portsmouth Yardstick handicapping ratings list. – www.rya.org.uk 
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4.2.3 Development or formula based classes 

The last type of race according to the kind of sailboats participating in, is a race where only one class of 

sailboats can participate, without any ratings or handicaps applied, but these sailboats do not belong to 

a one-design class, meaning that boats belonging to that class can be slightly different. This means that 

the score is not affected by any ratting or handicap applied to boats that are different, so if a boat is 

faster than another, the faster boat will have more possibilities to win the race than the other. 

Normally in these classes there is a formula or some kind of limitation to restrict the difference between 

boats belonging to the same class, that’s why they can be called formula based classes. So, besides the 

skill of the sailors, in these races an important factor is the skill of the boat designers that have to design 

the fastest possible boat that fulfills the formula or limitations of the class. As construction techniques, 

construction materials and physical knowledge of sailing and sailboats evolve, designers can build faster 

boats, so the boats in this classes suffer a development during the years, therefore are also called 

development classes. The formulas and restrictions applied to a determined class also can evolve during 

the years to adapt the competitions to the new times. 

One example of this kind of sailing races is the America’s Cup. In Figure 20, the evolution of the boats 

from 1937 to 2010 can be seen. 

4.3 Sailing course types 

Another classification that can be done about sailing races is the classification by the type of course 

where the race is hold. The present classification separates the races mainly by the length of the course. 

4.3.1 Short course racing 

This kind of race is usually run over a triangular or square course marked with several buoys, to which 

boats have to take one or more laps. These courses are set on protected waters near the coast and are 

quite short, taking from several minutes to a few hours. All kinds of sailboats are used in this type of 

sailing race, from small dinghies to big yachts. This course setting is the one used in regattas classified as 

fleet racing and match racing in section 4.1. 

The course starts from an imaginary line drawn from a committee boat to a designated starting buoy. 

The starting line is oriented perpendicular to the direction of the wind and positioned at the leeward 

part of the course. This way, the race always starts with an upwind leg from the start line to the 

windward buoy, forcing the boats to sail upwind. Then the race follows with a downwind or reaching leg 

and then the legs can be repeated. The number of legs and the order of succession may vary for every 

race. From the committee boat a number of signals are given for the boats to know the remaining time 

for the start of the race. The objective is to cross the start line immediately after the start signal is given 

and with the maximum speed possible. In this kind of sailing race the hot spots are the start line and the 

buoy passing, where all boats concur in a small space and some tactics have to be put into practice to 

take advantage of the rules of the race in these areas. 

The Olympics and the America’s Cup are hold in this kind of race courses. There are different 

configurations of buoy disposition for this kind of races, but whichever it is, it have to be oriented to the 

wind. Possibly the most used buoy disposition is the one called Olympic triangle. 
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Olympic triangle 

An Olympic triangle course looks like the one in Figure 23 in which the wind is coming from the upper 

part of the image. It’s used by racing dinghies, especially at important regattas as national and 

international titles and in the Olympic Games. 

The length of the sides and the angles of the triangle can be altered. Traditionally it will be an equilateral 

triangle, with all the sides with the same length and the all three angles of 60°. Another possible 

configuration is to set a right angle on the wing mark, the one on the left side of the image, and 45° at 

the top and bottom marks, as the one in Figure 23. In this image, all mark turns are made to port side, 

leaving the buoys on the port side. This is the most common orientation of the triangle, but it can be 

oriented to the other side, being all turn to starboard, leaving the buoys on the starboard side. 

The traditional Olympic Triangle course consists of a first upwind leg from the start line to the upwind 

mark, followed by two reaches, the first one from the top mark to the wing mark and the second from 

there to the bottom mark which is called a lap. This first lap is followed by a hot dog, which consists of 

an upwind leg from the bottom to the top mark followed by a downwind run from the top to the 

bottom mark. Then another lap can be accorded prior to the starting, depending on the conditions to 

adjust the time available. Finally the race will finish with an upwind leg from the bottom mark to the 

finish line situated near the top mark and formed by the committee boat and a designated finish buoy. 

 

Figure 23: Olympic triangle sailing course. – en.wikipedia.org 
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4.3.2 Coastal racing 

This kind of sailing course and the following ones are classified as passage races in section 4.1. 

All kinds of sailboats can participate in this kind of sailing race, characterized by lasting from several 

hours to a few days and even though they are situated outside of protected waters, the course never 

gets away from the land, extending mostly along the coast or between nearby islands. An example is the 

one in Figure 24. 

If the boats participating in this regatta are dinghies, it has to be short because they are not fitted for 

long navigations, if the boats are yachts the race can be longer and extend further from the land. 

 

Figure 24: Congregation and route of the coastal Bohus Race in Scandinavian fjords. – www.bohusrace27.com 

4.3.3 Offshore racing 

Offshore racing has almost the same characteristics as Coastal racing except for the fact that the course 

gets far away from land, passing throw high sea area. This kind of race is exclusive of sailing yachts, 

because dinghies are not fitted for high seas. This races use to last several days.  

In Figure 25 is represented the course of the Sydney to Hobart offshore sailing race lasting 

approximately 630 nautical miles. 
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Figure 25: Sydney to Hobart yacht race. – blog.aureus-yacht.com 

4.3.4 Oceanic racing 

An Oceanic racing course is a specific offshore race that go across one or several of the World’s Oceans. 

With the same characteristics that the offshore races they use to last from several weeks to months. 

Some examples are the Volvo Ocean Race with a full crew, the Barcelona World Race with two sailors on 

each boat and the Vendée Globe singlehanded, all of them circumnavigating the World. 

 

Figure 26: Course of the 2014-2015 Volvo Ocean Race. – www.volvooceanrace.com 
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Chapter 5 Meteorology and Oceanography 

forecasting methods 

After this introduction to the world of sailing, meteorology, oceanography and sailing races, now it’s 

time to start with the main objective of this project, that is to study the different forecasting methods, 

which are the best methods for every type of sailing race and how to use these predictions to get a 

better result at a real race. 

First of all in this chapter are going to be explained and compared, the different forecasting methods 

existing nowadays and the different forms in which forecasts are made available to the public. 

5.1 Forecasting data 

In any forecast there is some specific data that is showed as a prediction of different future events. As 

seen in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, not all events that can be shown in a forecast are as much interesting 

as others. The data that has to be used from a forecast prediction to provide useful information for 

every type of sailing race is going to be selected in this first section. 

5.1.1 Meteorological data 

- Wind: the information given in a meteorological forecast that affects the most a sailing race is 

the wind direction and speed. The direction usually is given in degrees respect to the true North, with a 

sectorial direction and/or graphically represented by an arrow (wind barbs) and the speed can be 

indicated in different scales but the most usual in nautical predictions is in knots as seen in Figure 27. In 

a short course race the direction is not as important because usually the course is oriented to the wind. 

 

Figure 27: Wind representation methods. –  
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- Precipitation: usually is given as a probability and/or the estimated quantity usually in mm or 

liters per square meter. The quantities use to be referred to a defined period as for example the total 

recollected in a 3 hours period. This one is only interesting to decide the type of clothing the sailors 

should wear. 

- Temperature: as the precipitation it’s also affecting the clothing of the crew, but don’t have 

much direct impact in sailing, apart from the change in air density. It can be shown in different unit 

systems. 

- Clouds: cloudiness is represented as a cover percentage and it can be divided in high, middle 

and low clouds. It also can be represented with different symbols. It’s not of any importance to sailing 

unless the boat is equipped with solar panels. 

- Pressure: the pressure can be shown as a value in different units or through isobar lines on a 

map. The pressure only affect sailing directly by changing the density of the air and so the force applied 

by the wind to the sails and boat structure, but it is usually obviated because the density differences 

cannot be very pronounced. However it’s the main responsible for several of the other data, so it can be 

considered important indirectly. 

- Humidity: almost always will be represented by a percentage of the saturating humidity at the 

present temperature. The use that can have is the prediction of fog apparition. 

- Lightning probability: it can be shown as a color scale on a map and is important to have into 

account because it’s a dangerous phenomenon for sailing boats. 

5.1.2 Oceanographic data 

- Waves: as happens with wind in meteorology, waves are the most important oceanographic 

phenomenon in sailing, so their prediction is really important. As waves depend on the wind their 

previsions have the same characteristics. Waves are defined by a direction and intensity but also their 

period and whitecap probability are expressed. The direction is expressed like for the wind, but instead 

of indicating the direction from where the wind comes, is pointed the direction to where the waves go. 

The intensity is defined by the height of the wave expressed normally in meters. As may be more than 

one wave train at the same place at the same moment, in the prediction can be pointed only the most 

important one or all of them. They also can be divided into wind sea and swell (3.2.3). Normally the 

intensity expressed in the forecast is the significant wave height, the average height of the highest third 

of the waves. Also can be represented the maximum wave height. In Figure 28 can be seen a detailed 

wave prediction with height, direction and period for both wind sea and swell and both significant and 

max height and whitecap probability. 

 

Figure 28: Wave data extracted from zyGrib program. 
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- Tides: tides are one of the most easily and precisely predicted phenomena on oceanography 

because they only depend majorly on the position of the Moon and the Sun, which is well known. As 

tides behavior is well known, tidal currents can be also calculated with a good approximation to reality 

(Figure 29). These are really important previsions on coastal races. 

- Currents: unlike tidal currents, forecasts for offshore sea currents are hard to find because the 

equipment to measure them is very expensive and difficult to put in position so it has not been 

extended yet. The only way to predict them is by averaging the known data and applying the knowledge 

of general currents circulation. They are important in offshore races so they must be taken into account. 

 

Figure 29: Tidal current graphic. – tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov 

So in brief, the most important data to extract from a forecast for a sailing race is the wind, waves and 

currents. 

5.2 Different forecasting methods 

The first thing to have in mind when talking about meteorological and oceanographic predictions is that 

nowadays don’t exist any forecasting method that can predict the exact conditions that will be found in 

reality. So, all meteorological and oceanographic forecasting methods are different approximations to 

the real conditions that will be found. 

All prevision methods are based on applying a different process to predict the evolution of the observed 

present conditions. So, all of them start from an observed state of the meteorological and 

oceanographic conditions. This is one of the causes of the imperfection of the forecasts, because not all 

the data of a certain moment can be known exactly with the technology and resources available 

nowadays. 

In this section, the main prediction methods are going to be explained. 

5.2.1 Persistence method 

This first method is the simplest forecasting method. It assumes that the conditions at the time of the 

forecast will not change. If at the time that the forecast is done it’s sunny and hot, the persistence 

method predicts that it will be sunny and hot after several hours or the next day or the next week. 
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This method is accurate when weather is stable and weather formations move very slowly on the maps. 

If the weather is unstable and changes quickly it’s not a good forecasting method. It will seem like this 

method will only work for short term predictions (e.g. several hours or a few days depending on the 

phenomenon predicted), but actually, one of the most useful applications for this method is in long 

range predictions, because the general conditions found during a month are probable to be found also 

in the next month. 

To predict the wind, that’s a very variable phenomenon, this method is not recommendable. For waves, 

which depend on the wind, is neither a good method. To predict sea currents it may be a better method, 

depending in the type of current that is predicted, as general oceanic currents use to be very stable. 

5.2.2 Trends method 

This method starts by determining the present weather conditions in an area and the movement speed 

of the weather formations in that area such as low or high pressure centers and fronts. After 

determining that present conditions and movement, it’s assumed that the speed, direction and 

characteristics of those weather formations will not change during a certain period. In that case is 

predicted that the weather phenomena experienced in a certain place at the present, will be 

experienced in another certain place in the future, as the weather formation that originates that 

phenomena moves to that new position. 

This method is similar to the persistence method because it assumes that the weather conditions will 

not change their characteristics, but adds the fact that the place where those conditions are situated 

changes over time. 

This method is very useful for short term forecasts, because in reality, during a short period, the 

weather formations are expected to maintain their movement and characteristics, so the associated 

phenomena is also expected to be very similar, only changing the location of the system. In long term 

predictions, this method is not valid because weather formations change their speed, direction and 

characteristics with time, so the weather phenomena they origin also changes over time. 

This method is very accurate to predict swell, as swell waves are expected to maintain their direction 

and characteristics over a certain period of time. It’s not as good for predicting wind, but when applied 

on a short term forecast the predictions can be very accurate. 

Nowcasting 

Nowcasting is the application of the trends method to produce a short term forecast, for a few hours 

into the future. It’s very easy to carry out and accurate, so it has extended widely on short term 

predictions. It’s mostly used to predict precipitations but it also has some effectiveness in predicting 

wind and waves and tidal currents. 

5.2.3 Climatology 

This forecasting method is based on the assumption that the weather conditions in a certain place will 

be similar to the average conditions recorded over time in that place. First of all a lengthy record of the 

weathers conditions of a certain place are needed. Then, the average conditions are calculated using 

that data. 
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If this method is used to predict the weather for a specific day, it can be accurate or not depending in 

many factors. First of all the amount of recorded data that is available determines the veracity of the 

assumption, the more data, the most accurate the prevision will be. A second factor is the variance of 

the values recorded, as greater is the variance, the less accurate will be the prediction. 

For that reason, the use of this method to predict the weather for a specific day may not be very 

accurate sometimes. For example, to predict the precipitation on June 1st at a certain station, if the data 

value for the precipitation registered in the station during the five past years is 0, 0, 0, 0, and 50 ml, the 

average precipitation is of 10 ml, so this method will predict 10 ml for June 1st, but the most likely is that 

the precipitation will be 0, so the prediction is incorrect. 

This method is very useful instead, to forecast over a period of time, for example to predict the average 

temperature on the month of June on a specific place. In that case the prediction will be accurate. This 

method is good for long term forecasts, because it can be used to predict the weather more than a year 

into the future. 

So this method is good for long term forecasts but only for places where the phenomena predicted has 

little variance over the years. An example will be the general global wind distribution, with which, in the 

Northern Hemisphere Trade Winds’ zone, a northeasterly wind can be predicted using this method. 

5.2.4 Analog method 

This method is a little more difficult to apply. It’s based on assuming that a similar determined scenario 

will produce the same specific phenomena. So, to make a prediction, this method compares the present 

situation with a past situation that was very similar to the present one and expects that the weather 

phenomena evolution experienced on the past scenario will happen also in the present. 

The difficulty of this method lies in the difficulty to find another scenario in the past, similar to the 

present scenario. Due to the huge wide range of different scenarios, it’s virtually impossible to find 

another scenario with the same exact conditions, doesn’t matter how far into the past is searched. 

Because of that, the comparison between the present scenario and a similar one it’s difficult to 

automate, so it has to be a person that performs this kind of predictions. 

So in this forecasting method, the experience of the forecaster is the determining factor of the accuracy 

of the prediction. It can be accurate in short term predictions but not in long term, because the little 

differences between the present conditions and the compared past conditions will amplify over time 

becoming too much different from each other to keep comparing. 

This method is good to predict wind, waves and currents tendency in a short term (several hours) based 

on a visual prediction realized by an experienced person, for example to predict a turn on the wind 

direction based on the movement of the clouds or a wave height growth based on the wind intensity. 

However, these predictions are only qualitative but not quantitative. For example, a change in the wind 

direction, and even the direction of the change, can be predicted, but the exact new direction is hard to 

predict accurately. 

As the behavior of the different weather formations depends on the terrain, the effectiveness of this 

method depends on the knowledge of the geographical zone, so locals are more capable of making 

accurate previsions using this method. 
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5.2.5 Numerical Weather Prediction 

This forecasting method is based on the use of supercomputers to run complex forecasting programs to 

make a prevision of the future state of the weather. These forecasting programs are known as forecast 

models and are formed by numerical data representing the characteristics of the atmosphere and the 

oceans. The way these models work is as follows. 

First of all, the initial state of the atmosphere and the oceans has to be input on the computer program. 

This data proceeds from several meteorology and oceanographic stations spread over the World which 

provide the data of the present state of the weather in different parts of the World. Using this data the 

program creates a virtual model of the atmosphere and the oceans. 

Then, as the atmosphere and the oceans are fluids, the program applies the laws of fluid dynamics and 

thermodynamics to predict the evolution of these fluids over the time. The output of these programs 

needs to be interpreted by specialists, because it may be in a format not easy to understand. 

This forecasting method is one of the most used between one day and one week previsions because is 

the one that provides the most reliable general worldwide forecasts. The origin of the errors on the 

prediction of this method is that the present conditions are only known in some specific positions and 

there are large areas where no data is obtained because any meteorological station is situated in that 

area. This causes that the initial conditions introduced in the program are not complete, and the 

unknown conditions in those areas has to be interpolated from the known data. This produces an error 

on the initial data that when is introduced in the formulas to calculate the future conditions also 

produces an error. This error keeps growing and leads to a non-reliable prevision for more than one 

week ahead and an obviously wrong prevision for a long term period. 

Another error of this method is that, as it’s impossible to input in the computer and then apply the 

calculations about all the terrain data and how the terrain affects the air moving above it, the formulas 

used in these programs do not have all the variables into account. This affects the general output, 

adding to the errors caused by missing initial data, but it also affects the accuracy of these predictions 

on a local scale, where the importance of these little terrain feature that cannot be inputted have a 

major effect in the real weather conditions. 

5.2.6 Best method 

Those were the main forecasting methods used nowadays. However, the best forecasting method is not 

any of those, but the combination of some or all of them compared by an expert forecaster. 

A good forecaster should gather all the different predictions produced by several different forecast 

models. Then search for similar past conditions applying the analog method, and use some features of 

the climatology and persistence and trends methods, applied to the local knowledge of a specific zone 

to choose which of the forecast models is the most likely to approximate the most to the real conditions 

that can develop in the future. 

This requires the forecaster to have knowledge and experience on the specific details of the behavior of 

weather phenomena in the specific region for where is making the prevision. This knowledge is difficult 

to implement in computer programs and to transmit to other forecasters, so the experience of 

individuals is still a major component of the accuracy of the predictions. 
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5.3 Different forecast visualization systems 

The different forecasts that can be done also can be classified by the method used to get the forecast 

from the forecaster to the person interested in its content. 

These different methods and which are available and a good option in a sailing race are going to be 

explained in this section. 

5.3.1 Direct observation 

In this first case, the interested person will be the same that produce the forecast. Not all forecasting 

methods can be used by a sailor to produce a forecast, even less when the sailor is in a sailing race. 

The first method that cannot be used is the Numerical Weather Prediction, because the sailboat cannot 

carry the supercomputers needed to run those complex programs. The climatology method is very 

unlikely to be used because the sailor is not supposed to know the weather conditions usual for that 

time of the year on the specific location of the race, unless the sailor has several years of experience 

sailing in that area, which can be possible on a short course race set near the port where that sailor uses 

to train. But even assuming that, as this serves as a long term prediction, it’s not useful to predict the 

specific weather conditions manifested during a race. 

On the other hand, the analog, the trends, and the persistence methods can be used by a sailor during a 

sailing race to predict the changes in short term weather conditions. In fact, expert sailors use these 

methods constantly to produce instant predictions without being aware of it. 

One example of these short range predictions is the use of the variations in the atmospheric pressure to 

predict the variation on the weather in the next several hours or even few days. A fall of the pressure is 

associated with a deterioration of the weather conditions and a rise of the pressure is associated with 

an improvement of weather conditions. This example is an application of the analog method to predict a 

possible increase of the wind speed and wave height that will have an effect on sailing. This kind of 

prevision is only useful on long races, because those changes take at least several hours to take place. 

Another example is the prediction of bad weather by sighting of a specific kind of clouds, as for example 

the ones in Figure 30. This is an example of the application of the analog method to associate that kind 

of clouds with strong winds and also the trends method to predict the future position of the clouds by 

looking at the direction they are moving at the moment and assuming they will maintain their 

trajectory. 

Another further example is the prevision of very short term wind gusts by seeing their effect on the 

water surface. The different textures seen on the water surface are caused by wind. In Figure 31, at the 

center of the image there is a horizontal band where the water has a different texture. This is caused by 

a wind gust that’s moving over the sea surface and in the moment of taking the picture it was placed 

over that band. Expert sailors observe these differences in water texture to predict the striking of a wind 

gust by seeing the band created by the gust and its displacement and predicting their future position by 

using the trends method. 
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Figure 30: Threatening cloud. – www.facebook.com 

 

Figure 31: Water texture caused by wind gust. – spontaneousaccomplishment.com 

In the following methods the person interested in the prevision is not the forecaster. In those methods 

the forecaster makes the prevision and then it’s published or made available to the public in different 

ways. 

5.3.2 Radio or television broadcast 

One of the classic and more extended methods used to make forecasts available to the public is to 

broadcast them by radio or by television. In the maritime radio channels periodical weather forecasts 

are transmitted on every area using VHF or MF and also text messages by NAVTEX. These forecasts refer 

to the area where the ship is sailing and usually are a 24 hour prediction. They are mostly used in 
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recreational or commercial sailing and may be used also in some coastal or offshore sailing races, but as 

that service is most directed to provide security to the ships and not to provide precise information 

about the weather, usually it’s not enough accurate for high performance sailing races. Also the 

presentation method is not very good for radio services, because it don’t have any visual reference, 

which is very helpful in the other methods. 

Television weather broadcasts are addressed to the general public, whose interest is not the same as 

the interests of the participants in a sailing race. For this reason, the information given in television 

forecasts is usually about the clouds, precipitation and temperature, which are the less important 

aspects for a sailing race, and the wind and waves, which are the most important phenomena for a 

sailing race, although they are usually indicated also, they are not well detailed. So, even the 

presentation method could be better because of the visual support, the information given is less 

directed to the sailors than in marine radio forecasts, so it’s not a good method either. Furthermore, 

when in high sea there is no coverage, so new television forecasts cannot be visualized during an 

offshore sailing race, and even if in coverage, some sailing boats cannot carry a television, for example 

dinghies. 

5.3.3 Mobile phone applications 

Nowadays there is a wide range of different new methods to access information using the internet. One 

of the newest ways it can be accessed is with mobile phones. A wide range of different forecasting 

applications for mobile phones have appeared recently that can be used to get actualized forecasts 

directly on the mobile phone. This represents an advantage as the information can be accessed anytime 

unlike in radio or television forecasts. 

Obviously this method has the same coverage problem as the television. But on coastal races, where 

there is mobile phone coverage, some applications may be useful. Some applications are intended for 

the general public, so don’t present the information that is more useful for sailors and the presentation 

method is not the best either, but other applications are intended for sailing purposes, so the 

information they give is the indicated, as for example wind, waves or currents. 

The presentation methods are different. Some ones are presented like a list of the different conditions 

that will be found during a certain time in a certain place. These can be good for a short course race, but 

not for other sailing races .Others are presented as a map. These are better because they provide 

information for specific places but also for wide areas, so planning a long coastal race is easier with this 

visualization method. On a coastal race the forecast can be updated constantly and in some 

applications, if the mobile phone is fitted with a GPS, which is usual nowadays, your own position and 

movement can be situated on the prediction map, which is very helpful for the visualization. 

5.3.4 Online web pages 

There are lots of web pages that provide worldwide weather forecasts with several different 

presentation methods (Figure 32 and Figure 33). The characteristics of the web pages’ forecasts are 

similar to the mobile phone apps. They also require coverage and their presentation methods are also 

the same, so the advantages and disadvantages are the same. 
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Figure 32: Example of web page forecast for specific place. – www.windguru.cz 

 

Figure 33: Example of web page forecast for an area. – passageweather.com 
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5.3.5 GRIB files based program 

GRIB stands for General Regularly-distributed Information in Binary form. So a GRIB file is a specific file 

format that has information distributed over a grid with a time lapse and it’s usually used for weather 

forecasting. The information contained in the grid is the meteorological and oceanographic data usually 

extracted from a Numerical Weather Prediction forecasting model output that may have been corrected 

by some professional forecasters.  

By previously downloading a program that includes a geographical map of the world, then, by 

downloading only a GRIB file, all the meteorological and oceanographic data is displayed on the map. 

Also, as the GRIB file is saved on the computer, it can be reviewed anytime, without having to download 

it again, which happens in mobile phone application or online web pages. This means that coverage is 

not needed to access the forecast if it’s previously downloaded. 

GRIB files are very compressed files that contain lots of data without occupying much space. This means 

that they can be downloaded with a very weak connection without expending too many resources. This 

is fundamental in offshore sailing races, where there is no terrestrial coverage, so all data has to be 

provided via satellite, which usually doesn’t allow a wide broadband. So this file type is the best for 

offshore races, because is the only one that can be updated easily. 

In this project, the program used to exemplify these GRIB files based programs will be the zyGrib 

program. The download of the program itself and the GRIB data is totally free, which is another 

advantage of this forecasting visualization system. The forecast in this program includes the prevision of 

the conditions from the present time to within 8 days. 

 

Figure 34: Example of map representation on the GRIB files based program zyGrib. 

The information displayed on the zyGrib program can be seen in Figure 34. Over the World map 

contained in the program, different overlays can be displayed. The representation is for a specific time 

and this time can be changed between the 8 available days with a 3 hours period. For every 
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meteorological or oceanographic phenomenon, the representation on the map consists of a color scale 

and a symbology. All the values can be displayed in different units. 

In the example, the color scale is specified on the right side of the map, so that the colors on the map 

can be compared with its value. In the example, the main phenomenon that is displayed on the map is 

the wind. As in most of the phenomena, the color scale represents its intensity. The symbology in this 

case consists of wind barbs, which indicate the direction and also the intensity of the wind. As can be 

seen in Figure 34, the wind is not the only value that is represented on the map at the same time. Also 

the pressure is represented by the isobars and the high and low pressure centers. So, as can be seen, 

different overlays can be displayed on the map at the same time. 

Other examples of overlays that can be displayed on the map alternatively or simultaneously are; the 

temperature, which is displayed with the color scale and by numeric values on the map; the waves, with 

a color scale representing their height and arrows indicating their direction (different wave information 

can be displayed on the map alternatively, significant wave, maximum wave, wind sea waves, swell 

waves and whitecap probability, all represented by arrows and a color scale); the cloud coverage and 

the precipitation, represented with a color scale indicating the percentage of the cloud coverage or the 

quantity of the precipitation. 

On the left side of the example, a list of the most important weather phenomena is represented. Putting 

the cursor over a position on the map, all the important data about that location is represented on the 

left side of the map, including wind, pressure, temperature and waves at the bottom left corner, as well 

as other important data. 

Another function can be displayed by clicking on a part of the map, which represents the evolution of 

the phenomena during the time of the prediction on the selected place. This can be seen in Figure 35. 

The data shown in the table can be selected between all the available data. 

 

Figure 35: Example of local data representation on the GRIB files based program zyGrib. 
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Chapter 6 Best sailing conditions 

Usually, weather forecasts are used to know which weather conditions will be found on the place that 

someone or some event will be placed. In the case of short course races, weather predictions are also 

used for this reason, but in longer races, the use that can be given to the weather predictions is slightly 

different. The way to use weather forecasts to improve the result of a sailboat in a long sailing race is 

not only to know which conditions will the boat find, but to know which different conditions will be 

found in different areas and to decide which of the conditions are more favorable to the sailboat and, 

according to that, decide which specific course is the best to be taken for the sailboat. 

So, the first thing to know is which are the best weather conditions for every type of sailboat, which will 

be studied in this chapter. The weather phenomena that will be studied in this chapter are the wind and 

the waves, because these are the ones that determinate the performance of every type of sailboat. First 

of all the different points of sail will be studied and will be determined the best wind conditions for 

every point of sail. After that, all sailboats will be divided in two main groups and the best point of sail 

and wind conditions will be defined for each one. In every one of the sections, the effect that waves 

have in that specific point of sail or boat type will be described. 

It’s important to mention that sea currents are also important on sailing, but as their effect on the 

sailboat is clear and logical, it will not be developed in this chapter. 

In the next two chapters will be explained how to use the weather forecasts, and which ones are best, to 

find this best course to obtain the best possible result in a sailing race, which is the final objective of this 

project. 

6.1 Upwind sailing 

Upwind sailing includes all sailing courses in which the angle of the boat to the wind is less than 90°. This 

includes close reach and close hauled points of sail. A sailing boat cannot sail directly to the wind, but all 

types of sailing boats used in sailing races can sail upwind, each one with a determined angle to the 

wind. So if in a sailing race there is a part of the race where participant boats have to get from a point to 

another situated upwind, the boats will have to sail upwind, but if the course between the two points is 

enough close to the wind, the boats will not be able to get from one point to the other in a straight line. 

In that case, the boats will have to sail as close to the wind as possible, close hauled, and then tack and 

keep sailing close hauled with the wind on the other side until the upwind point is reached. 

The best angle that every boat can sail upwind depends on the characteristics of the boat and the 

weather conditions of the moment, so, in this section, first of all, some general concepts affecting all 

points of sail will be explained and secondly, the characteristics of these concepts will be applied to 

determinate which are the best conditions for every boat for sailing upwind. 
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6.1.1 Apparent wind 

As introduced in 1.2, the wind that really affects the sails is not the true wind, but the apparent wind. 

The apparent wind depends on the true wind and the boat speed. A graphic representation of the 

variation of the apparent wind’s direction and intensity caused by the boat speed can be seen in Figure 

36. 

 

Figure 36: Apparent wind variability. – www.nauticed.org 

A few facts about the apparent wind are important to be highlighted here: 

-The angle of incidence of the apparent wind, if the boat is moving forward, will always be smaller than 

the angle of incidence of the true wind. The difference on the angle between the true wind and the 

apparent wind depends on the angle between the true wind and the boat’s movement, and the speed 

of the boat. The greater is the speed of the boat, the greater the angle between the apparent wind and 

the true wind. The closer to 90° is the angle between the true wind and the movement of the boat, the 

greater the angle between the apparent wind and the true wind. 

-If the boat is moving towards the wind, the apparent wind intensity will always be higher than the 

intensity of the true wind. The increase on the intensity depends in the speed of the boat and in the 

angle between the boat’s movement and the true wind. The faster the boat moves, the higher the 

increase in the apparent wind intensity. The closer to the true wind is moving the boat, the higher the 

increase in the apparent wind intensity. 

-If the boat is moving away from the true wind, the speed of the true wind and the speed of the boat 

will counteract, which may cause the apparent wind to have less intensity than the true wind. 

All this facts will play an important role on the next sections. 

Wind variation with height 

An important fact about the wind seen on 2.2 is its variation with height. The friction with the terrain 

causes the wind to slow down. This means that as closer to the surface the wind speed is slower. The 

fact that the wind speed is greater also affects to the apparent wind. As greater is the speed of the true 
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wind, the lower will be the angle between the apparent wind and the true wind. This is good in sailing, 

especially when sailing upwind. 

For this reason, high performance sailboats use to have very tall masts so they can carry higher sails to 

take advantage of the wind speed increase with altitude. Higher sails also have the disadvantage of 

causing a greater list because of the momentum, but in light wind they have a better performance. 

6.1.2 List and counterweight 

When sailing upwind the orientation of the sails is almost parallel to the centerline of the boat. As 

explained in 1.2, when sailing upwind, the force that allows the sailboat to advance is the lift. The lift is a 

force perpendicular to the surface of the sail so, when sailing upwind, the most of the lift force is 

affecting to the side of the boat, causing a list and lateral drift. 

These are two unwanted effects that have to be compensated somehow. In this section the 

compensation of the first one is going to be explained and in the next section will be the explanation of 

the second one. 

In sailing boats the list caused by the effect of the sails is compensated with counterweights. 

Counterweight in different sailing boats 

To keep the boat balanced, when the wind is pushing the sails causing a list to leeward, some weight has 

to be moved to the windward side to counteract the wind force and balance the list. The weights used 

to do that, and the way this weight moves differs from boat to boat. 

Dinghies: are really light sailboats, so the wind force can cause a list easily on these boats, but on the 

other hand, a light weight can also balance the list easily. As one of the speed keys of dinghies is their 

light weight, they cannot carry any additional weights to balance the boat, so the responsible for 

maintaining the balance of the boat in a dinghy is the same crew sailing her with their own weight. 

 

Figure 37: Keeping boat balance using crew’s weight. 
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The simplest way of doing so is sitting on the windward side of the boat as in the image on the left in 

Figure 37. Most dinghies are equipped with hiking straps, straps to hook your feet under so you don’t 

fall from the boat while hiking, leaning out over the side of the boat to move your weight farther away 

from the center of the boat to counteract even more the list caused by the wind. In the central image of 

Figure 37 appears the author of the project hiking and in the image on the right can be seen how he’s 

using the hiking straps. 

Finally, on high performance dinghies, another method is used. Using a trapeze, a line and harness 

suspended from the mast to allow the crew to hike all their weight out over the side of the boat in order 

to move the center of gravity as far away as possible of the center of the boat to avoid listing in high 

winds. Some examples of the use of the trapeze can be seen in Figure 38. 

 

Figure 38: Sailing using trapeze. – www.gottifredimaffioli.com 

Sailing yachts: are heavier than dinghies, so the weight of the crew on a sailing yacht does not affect as 

much to the balance as in a dinghy. As sailing yachts are heavier boats, they don’t depend as much on 

reducing their weight as in dinghies, so they can carry some ballast to balance the boat. The crew still 

uses its weight to reduce the list caused by the wind, but that weight is not enough, so the ballast helps 

the crew. 

 

Figure 39: Weighted keel. - www.sailmagazines.com.au 
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The most usual way to use ballast to reduce the list caused by the wind is by putting the ballast at the 

bottom end of the keel as can be seen on Figure 39. This way, the gravity center of the boat displaces 

down below the hull, which dramatically increase stability. When the boat start listing by the effect of 

the wind, the ballast is lifted to the opposite side of the list and, as it’s pulled down by the force of 

gravity, creates a torsion force that tends to reduce the list. 

The greater is the list, the greater is the torsion force created by the ballast, so the balancing force 

increase. This also means that if there is a small list, the balancing force created by the ballast is very 

low. Therefore, in this kind of boats it will be easy to have a small list, but difficult to reach a high listing 

angle. 

Canting keels: are a modern version of the ballasted keels that some high performance sailing yachts are 

equipped with. The design of these keels is similar to the normal ballasted keels, with heavy ballast at 

the bottom end, but the particularity is that the keel is not fixed to the bottom of the hull, but it’s 

articulated at the bottom of the hull and can be moved to either side by a hydraulic system. Since its 

apparition, it has been applied to most of the higher performance offshore sailing yachts like the Volvo 

Ocean Race’s boats, or the ones in Figure 40. 

 

Figure 40: Examples of canting keels. – www.sailmagazines.com.au 

When the keel is tilted to one side of the boat, the center of gravity displaces to that side of the boat, 

which creates a listing force to that side, it’s the same effect caused by the crew weight in dinghies. The 

main advantages of canting keels over normal keels are mainly two. First, when the boat is listing by the 

effect of the wind, the balancing effect of the keel can be incremented by moving it to the opposite side 

of the list and so increase the torsion force it exerts on the boat, thus allowing the boat to reduce the 

list even more in high winds. The second advantage is that it’s not required that the boat starts to list for 

the ballast to counteract the list, so the boat can be kept totally balanced until a certain wind force is 

reached, which don’t happen in normal keel boats that always have some list even if the wind is not 

much strong. 

6.1.3 Lateral drag 

In the previous section, the methods used by different sailboats to counteract the list have been 

studied. In this section, the methods used to counteract the other unwanted effect of the lift, the lateral 

drift, are going to be detailed. 
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The lateral drift is counteracted by the lateral drag caused by the submerged part of the boat. The hull 

itself is designed to offer the lower forward drag, so the speed of the boat is less reduced, but at the 

same time it offers a greater lateral drag. The rudder also makes a contribution to the lateral drag. 

Anyway, the lateral drag caused by the hull and the rudder is not enough to counteract the lateral drift 

caused by the wind, so a specific part of the boat is dedicated to cause as much lateral drag as possible. 

In sailing yachts the keel is the element that provides the lateral drag needed to counteract the drag 

caused by the lateral component of the lift. Sailing dinghies and high performance sailing yachts are 

equipped with centerboards to create lateral drag. 

The keels are fixed structures that cannot be moved, but the centerboards can be moved to adjust to 

the circumstances. 

Adjustable centerboards 

The centerboards or daggerboards can be moved in different ways to change their effect according to 

the necessities of the moment. On small sailing boats, the centerboards can be lifted to reduce the draft 

so the boat can pass over shallow waters. This movement, which can be seen on Figure 41, has an effect 

on the performance of the boat. 

When the centerboard is fully extended, it creates the maximum drag. The positive effect is the increase 

of the lateral drag, which reduces the lateral drift. The negative effects are a light but significant 

increase on the forward drag, which slightly decreases the advancing speed of the boat and an increase 

of the listing force. The lateral drag that creates the extended centerboard is caused by the later force 

applied by the water on the surface of the centerboard, but this same force also creates a momentum 

tending to create a list to the same side as the wind. 

So when the lateral component of the lift decreases and the lateral drag of the centerboard is not 

needed to prevent the lateral drift, the centerboard should be raised to reduce the forward drag and the 

listing momentum to improve the performance of the boat. 

 

Figure 41: Retractable centerboard and daggerboard. – www.sailmagazine.com 
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Lateral daggerboards 

Some modern high performance sailing yachts are equipped with a set of two lateral daggerboards 

symmetrically situated one in each side of the boat, pointing slightly to the side of the boat. Usually only 

the one situated on the leeward side is set down and the one on the windward side is hoisted out of the 

water. This is because this way, when the boat has a list, the daggerboard remains vertical. The same 

happens with the rudders, which may by two rudders inclined outwardly as in Figure 42. 

 

Figure 42: Barcelona world race with lateral daggerboards and rudders.  

The advantage of the rudder and daggerboard to remain vertical is that they perform better when are 

vertical, this is because when they are vertical, they offer the maximum lateral surface so the lateral 

drag they create is maximum. 

6.1.4 Best angle to the wind 

When sailing upwind, depending on the angle the boat is sailing in relation to the wind direction, the 

performance of the boat will be different for very type of sailboat. The best angle to the wind for every 

type of sailboat depends on several facts that have to be studied first. 

The effects of a list on the speed 

The first effect of a list is that the part of the hull that is submerged changes. As the hulls are designed 

with a certain shape that has the objective of produce the less forward drag, offer the less water 

resistance to the advance, if the part of the hull that is submerged changes, also changes the shape of 

the submerged part, so the hydrodynamic friction also change. In some boats, the hull is designed to sail 

better without a list; in this case the list will cause an increase of the water resistance to advance. In 

other boats, the hull is designed to sail better with a small list; in this case a controlled list will decrease 

the resistance to advance, but a greater list will also increase the water resistance to advance. 
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Another effect is the inclination taken by the mast, and therefore the sails, and the keel or centerboard, 

produced by the list. When the boat has a list, the keel or centerboard incline, so the lateral surface they 

offer to the water is reduced, so the lateral drag they produce is also reduced and the boat increases her 

lateral drift. 

The mast also inclines, and with it also the sails, which has several effects. First of all, the further from 

the surface, the greater is the wind speed, so the higher part of the sails is the one that has a greater 

performance. This is because the higher speed of the true wind produces a greater lift on the sail, but 

not only this, the increase of the true wind speed also affects the direction of the apparent wind, that is 

more close to the direction of the true wind and more separated of the direction of the boat. This allows 

the upper part of the sails to be set less close to the centerline, which decreases the lateral component 

of the lift and increases its forward component. 

So an inclination of the mast will cause the sail to be lower, so the best wind conditions of higher levels 

are lost. The other effect, when the list is very important is that the center of effort of the sails is not 

situated on the boat, but on the leeward side of the boat, which causes a momentum which tends to 

turn the boat to windward. This momentum will either turn the boat to the wind, which will cause the 

boat to stop, or it can be counter with the rudder, forcing the rudder to be permanently turned to 

leeward which causes a lot of water friction slowing the boat. 

It has to be pointed that these effects of the inclination of the mast and the keel or centerboard don’t 

have much importance for low listing angles, but for greater lists these effects become very significant, 

clearly decreasing the boat’s performance. 

The direction of the apparent wind 

What determines the orientation of the sails is the direction of the apparent wind. When sailing upwind 

the sails must be set almost parallel, but a little more closed, to the apparent wind. So in conclusion, the 

closer is the angle of the apparent wind, the closer will be the sails to the centerline and the greater will 

be the lateral component and the lower the forward component of the lift. Both effects are bad for the 

boat’s speed, the decrease of the forward component decreases the force that makes the boat advance, 

and the increase of the lateral component causes more drift and list to the boat, which are both 

unwanted effects. 

With that in mind, if the objective of the boat is to go faster and the direction in which the boat goes is 

not important, as long as she’s sailing upwind, it’s obvious that the less closed is the apparent wind, the 

better, because the forward component will be greater and the lateral will be lower. So, sailing in a close 

reach will generally be faster than sailing close hauled. 

If instead, the objective of the boat is to go as close to the true wind as possible and the speed is not 

important, the sails have to be set just over the centerline of the boat. The natural shape of the sails will 

cause the sails to be a little bit opened on the top part of the sail. In that top part, the apparent wind will 

be a little bit more opened also by the increase of the true wind speed, which will create a forward 

component in the lift of the upper part of the sail, allowing the boat to advance in a very closed angle to 

the wind, but with a really low speed and, to do so, the boat will need a really good ballast and lateral 

drag to counteract all the lateral component of the lower part of the sails that tend to produce lateral 

drift and a list. 
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Best upwind course in a short race 

In a short race, the objective will be to get to a point situated upwind as fast as possible. In that case, 

the objective is a mix of the two exposed above, to go as fast as possible while going as close to the wind 

as possible. There are two different strategies that can be taken. One is to take the closest route, sailing 

in the closest possible course to the wind, that provides an enough good speed, and the other is to take 

the fastest route, sailing less closed to the wind, with an angle that provides a greater speed, but having 

to travel a longer distance. 

The best result should be obtained choosing the right equilibrium between both of the strategies. That 

equilibrium depends on the characteristics of the boat and the weather conditions. Generally speaking, 

with light wind the best will be to sail as close to the wind as possible, because the speed that can be 

reached by opening more will not be much and the problems of the list and drift will not be important 

because of the light force of the wind. 

It’s important to notice that in light wind the maximum closed angle will not be as closed as in strong 

wind, because the speed of the boat will be greater respect to the speed of the true wind, causing the 

apparent wind to change its direction even more. 

In high winds, on the other side, even if the closest possible angle to the wind is closer than in light 

wind, usually it will not be the best option, because the list and drift at that course will be too much and 

the friction of the wind over the boat and the rigging will drop the boat’s speed even more, while the 

speed that can be achieved by opening the course can be significant. 

At the end, in both cases the angle to the wind will be similar, but in the case of high wind the speed will 

be greater. But this has a limit. If the wind speed is too much, the list and drift caused, even opening a 

little bit more the course, will be too much for the boat. In that case in sailing yachts the sail surface can 

be reduced, which reduces the total lift, reducing the list and the drift but also reducing the advance 

force, but as the total friction of the wind is almost not reduced the total speed decreases as the wind 

increases. In small dinghies where the sail area cannot be reduced, the only option is to open a little bit 

the sails without changing the course, what causes the sails to lose some of the lift and start flapping. 

The result is the same, decreasing the lift but maintaining the win resistance, which makes the boat 

loose some speed. 

So it can be said that, in conclusion, there is a specific wind speed that is the best for sailing upwind and 

if the wind speed is higher or lower the time that will take for the boat to get to the upwind point will be 

longer. This wind speed depends on the characteristics of the boat and every sailor should know which 

is the best wind speed for his boat to sail upwind. 

6.1.5 Effect of waves 

The waves also affect the performance of a sailboat sailing upwind. The effect of the waves depends on 

the wave conditions. 

Wave conditions 

There are several different wave conditions that can be found and every one of them will have a 

different effect on sailboats when sailing upwind. First of all, if the waves are really small they may not 
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have any effect, especially on bigger boats, and if they are really huge they can difficult too much the 

navigation and even put the boat in danger so they have to be avoided. If the waves are of a 

considerable height, but not enough as to make sailing impossible, there can be only one wave train or 

more than one. 

If there are two or more simultaneous wave trains, if one of them is much more important than the 

others, the others can be obviated. If they are similar but in different directions, they will create a 

confuse sea state that will always handicap the sailing, so this should be avoided. This kind of sea state 

can be usually found near a coast formed by cliffs, because the waves hit the cliffs and bounce back. 

If there is only one wave train it will usually have the same direction that the wind. If it’s so, the two 

tacks will have the same characteristics, if not, one of the tacks will have different characteristics from 

the other. Other factors that affect sailing apart from wave height and direction are wave translation 

speed and wave length. 

Waves coming from bow sides 

When the waves have the same direction than the wind, when a boat is sailing upwind the waves will hit 

the boat from one of the bow sides. This is the most common situation. In the case of waves coming 

from the starboard bow, the sailor has to try to turn a little bit to starboard when the boat is going up 

the wave and then to port when going down the wave. This way, when the boat has to climb the wave, 

she’s pointed towards the wave, which shortens the distance she has to travel on the climbing side of 

the wave and also reduces the surface of the hull offered to the wave so it does not reduce the speed as 

much. Then, when going down the wave, by turning port the traveled distance on the descent side of 

the wave is increased, which allows the boat to take more speed as she goes down more time. 

This technique is not easy to use if the waves are irregular or too much short and fast to have time to 

turn the boat. So in that case, short high waves will be the worst wave conditions to find, and long slow 

waves will be the best ones that may even allow the boat to go faster than if there were no waves if the 

sailor is skilled enough. 

Waves coming from the beam 

If the direction of the waves has a certain angle with the direction of the wind, in one of the tacks the 

waves will come from the beam of the boat. In this tack, an experienced sailor also can get some extra 

speed using the waves if they are long, slow and not too high. As in the previous case, if the waves are 

short and high they will be detrimental to the performance of the boat. In this case, the waves will hit 

the beam of the boat pushing her and causing a lateral drift and as the waves pass they will also cause a 

balance on the boat that will harm the performance of the sails. 

Waves coming from forward 

In the other tack waves will come directly from the front of the boat. In this case there is not any 

technique that can be used to get more speed than in calm seas, but if the waves are not too high they 

may not slow down the boat too much. Depending on the boat type, the waves that will cause the less 

loss of speed will differ. On a wave piercing boat (Figure 43), short waves can be cut through by her bow 

specially designed for that purpose without almost losing any speed, while long waves will not be 

pierced and will have to be climbed, which will reduce the speed of the boat. In other boat types, long 
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waves will also slow down the boat a little bit, but short waves will crash on the bow causing a violent 

pitch, which will cause a greater loss of speed and a loss of sail performance. 

 

Figure 43: Wave piercing bow. – speeddreamblog.blogspot.com 

6.2 Reaching 

As in the previous section, the best upwind sailing conditions were explained, in this section, the best 

reaching conditions are going to be explained. All the facts about the apparent wind, the list and the 

lateral drag, as they have already been explained on the previous section, will not be explained again. 

However, there is a new characteristic of this point of sail that requires a previous explanation that is 

the use of different sails. 

6.2.1 Types of sails 

When sailing upwind, all boats use their mainsail and the boats that can rig a foresail also use a jib. 

When changing course and start reaching, there are other types of sails that can be used and the boats 

equipped to rig these other sails will use them when reaching, which will affect their performance. 

Genoa 

A genoa is a sail very similar to the jib. The main difference is that the genoa is bigger than the jib as can 

be seen in Figure 44. The shape of both sails is very similar, but as the genoa is bigger, it tends to take a 

more curved shape than the jib. This makes the jib better for sailing upwind especially with strong 

winds. But also makes the genoa better for reaching because it creates more lift because of the more 

curved shape and because of the greater sail surface. 

The best points of sail to use the genoa are the close reach and the beam reach, but if the boat doesn’t 

have any other type of sail it can also be used in a broad reach or running downwind. In this last case the 

genoa will be set to the opposite side of the mainsail to keep it out of the dead wind zone created by the 
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mainsail which is called a goosewing setup. As seen in Figure 45, the genoa can be hold with a pole to 

prevent it from collapsing. 

 

Figure 44: Jib (green) and Genoa (blue). – www.marinesurveyorschool.org 

 

Figure 45: Running downwind with a goosewing setup. – www.yachtingmonthly.com 

Gennaker 

 

Figure 46: Reaching with a gennaker. – www.business-yachtclub.com 
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The gennaker is the best sail when broad reaching. It can also be used when running downwind and 

beam reaching. As seen in Figure 46, the jib or genoa is usually dropped when using the gennaker, as it 

will only stop the wind from filling the gennaker. The shape of a gennaker is also triangular as the jib and 

the genoa, but it has a much more rounded profile and a greater surface, which provides more lift and 

better performance on downwind sailing. 

6.2.2 Fastest reaching point of sail 

Reaching includes 3 points of sail: close reaching, beam reaching and broad reaching. Depending on 

characteristics of the sailboat, her faster point of sail will vary, especially depending on the type of sails 

the boat has, the hull design and the balancing capacity. 

Sail area 

If a sailboat is only equipped with a mainsail or a mainsail and a jib, the fastest reaching point of sail will 

be beam reaching or close reaching, depending on the wind conditions. If there is light wind is probable 

that the boat can sail faster close reaching than beam reaching, because as the boat direction gets 

closer to the direction of the true wind, the apparent wind speed increases which in light wind helps the 

boat to build more speed. In high wind this boat will sail faster beam reaching than close reaching, 

because there’s no need of an increment of the apparent wind speed and the wind friction, list and drift 

increase as the course get closer to the true wind. In very high wind conditions, even can be better for 

the boat to sail on a broad reach, because the list is reduced even more. 

If a sailboat is fitted with a mainsail and a genoa, her fastest point of sail in normal conditions will be a 

beam reach. With very high wind she will go faster broad reaching because in a beam reach will have to 

much list caused by the big genoa. 

If a sailboat has a gennaker, her fastest point of sail will be a broad reach. If there is very light wind, 

when broad reaching, the speed of the boat is subtracted from the true wind speed to obtain the 

apparent wind speed which becomes very small. In this case the boat with the gennaker can sail faster if 

gets closer to the wind and sails on a beam reach because the light wind will not cause an important list 

and this way the apparent wind will increase significantly. 

If the wind speed is higher, when the boat is sailing on a broad reach, the apparent wind speed will 

decrease with the boat speed, but not that much, and gradually, as the speed of the boat increases, the 

apparent wind will start to close up until it’s coming from forward of the beam and then, as the speed of 

the boat increases, the apparent wind speed will begin to increase again, increasing at the same time 

the speed of the boat which increases the speed of the apparent wind even more. 

In this last case, the speed of the boat can be dramatically increased because of this loop effect of the 

apparent wind. This is how most of the high performance sailboats reach their top speeds that can be 

significantly higher than the speed of the true wind. 

Counterweight 

As seen above, the most important limit of the course when the wind speed increases is the list caused 

by the lateral component of the wind, so the counterweight that can be applied on a sailing boat will 
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determine how close to the wind is the point of sail that allows the boat to go faster and how fast can 

she go. 

The greater speed on a sailing boat for a determined wind speed is usually achieved when the maximum 

counterweight is applied and the boat is sailing in a course where that maximum counterweight 

balances with the listing force of the sails. In that point if the boat turns towards the wind the list will 

increase, slowing the boat, and if the boat turns away from the wind the apparent wind speed will 

decrease, so the lift will also decrease and the speed as well. 

If the wind speed is greater the maximum speed course will be more opened and if the wind speed is 

lower the maximum speed course will be more closed for the same boat. The much counterweight can 

be applied on a boat the more closed will be the maximum speed course, and the less counterweight 

the more opened will the maximum speed course be. 

In a long offshore race the objective will be to try to select a route that allows the boat to take profit of 

her potential and go as fast as possible to another point. The way to accomplish that is to go as much 

time as possible in that point of sail that maximizes the speed of the boat. 

6.2.3 Waves 

When beam reaching and close reaching the effect of waves is similar to the one explained in the 

previous section. In the case of broad reaching, where waves can hit the boat from the quarters or the 

stern, the effect is different. 

Wave surfing 

When waves are coming from the back side of the boat, they can be used to increase the speed of the 

boat greatly. When the wave gets to the stern of the boat, the stern is lifted by the wave. In that 

position the boat is sailing down the wave, so the speed is increased significantly, but usually the speed 

of the wave will be greater than the speed of the boat so the wave will finally pass the boat even after 

the boat has accelerated. When the wave gets to the bow of the boat, the stern goes down again and 

the bow is lifted, so the boat is trying to sail up the wave which cannot do, so the speed is reduced. 

In this case the total speed of the boat is increased, because the time that the boat passes on the down 

sailing part of the wave is longer than the time she passes on the up sailing part of the wave. If during 

the time that the boat is sailing down the wave, the speed of the boat increases enough to equal the 

speed of the wave, the sailboat will still in that state until the wave dissipates. This is called surfing a 

wave and it produces a really high increment of the total speed of the boat, as the time that the boat is 

surfing the wave she’s going faster than usual because the wave is pushing the boat from the stern and 

also the phase of going down the wave, that reduced the boat speed, is eliminated. An expert sailor can 

use the high speed of the boat when the wave dissipates to start surfing another wave and this way 

keep the speed for a longer time. For a wave to be easy to surf, it has to be a slow wave and with a 

minimum height depending on the size of the boat. 

To start surfing a wave, a good initial speed is needed, so the best course for starting to surf is the 

maximum speed course of the boat. What is needed is that the waves are oriented in a way that, when 

the boat is sailing at this maximum speed course, the waves hit the boat from the back side. In a boat 

that her maximum speed is achieved when broad reaching, it’s usual that the waves come from the back 
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side of the boat when she’s sailing in that course, but in a sailboat that her fastest point of sail is a beam 

reach, it’s probable that the waves come from the side of the boat. In that case the sailor will have to 

reach the maximum speed of the boat and when the wave approaches, maneuver to take it from the 

back trying to start to surf it. 

Surfing waves is how a sailboat can reach her top speed because the force applied by the wave can be 

added to the maximum speed sailing course. The trick is to first, start surfing the wave. Once the boat is 

surfing the wave, the sailor has to start turning slowly towards the wind. If it seems like the wave is 

going to pass the boat, the sailor has to return to the previous course, but if not he can keep turning 

slowly towards the wind. As the boat turns towards the wind, assuming that the wave has the same 

direction than the wind, the speed of the boat will increase. 

That speed increase is due to the increase of the apparent wind speed, because of the boat turning 

towards the wind, and also due to the angle of incidence of the wave. As the wave keeps moving at the 

same speed and the boat moves with it, but, as she turns towards the wind, the boat also moves over 

the wave, her total speed increases. However this method of sailing surfing waves delimits a lot the 

direction in which the boat can sail. 

These are the best wind and wave conditions that a sailboat could be in, but they are difficult to find, 

especially at the same time, and even more that the direction that allows surfing the waves corresponds 

with the direction in which the boat wants to go. 

6.3 Running downwind 

The last point of sail is running downwind. The characteristics of this point of sail are different from the 

others. First of all, a different sail can be used in this point of sail. 

6.3.1 Spinnaker 

 

Figure 47: Spinnakers. – en.wikipedia.org 
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The spinnaker is the biggest sail a boat can have. It’s a really big and light balloon shaped sail that is 

subjected with the spinnaker pole in front of the boat and is used when running downwind. It can also 

be used when broad reaching, but it’s not as effective as the gennaker in this point of sail. This sail is 

difficult to control because it tends to role easily from side to side, which creates a balance on the ship 

that can be dangerous. 

6.3.2 Best downwind point of sail 

As explained in the previous section, the fastest point of sail on boats equipped with a genoa or a 

gennaker is a broad or a beam reach, so when running downwind, the speed of these boats is 

significantly slower than when reaching. That will cause that usually, the fastest way for these sailboats 

to get to a point situated directly downwind will not be in a straight line running downwind, but broad 

reaching and gybing in a zigzag course. 

In Figure 48 the different options for sailing downwind are represented. For every kind of sailboat, the 

better will be a different one. The main cause of the less speed achieved when running downwind 

compared to a broad reach is that the speed of the boat is completely opposite to the true wind, so the 

apparent wind decreases very much, limiting the maxim speed to be less than the speed of the true 

wind, while as said in the previous section, in a broad reach the speed of the boat can surpass the true 

wind. 

 

Figure 48: Downwind sailing. – www.yachtingworld.com 

However, for boats equipped with a spinnaker, it’s better to sail directly downwind using this big sail, 

because the speed is similar and the route is shorter. 
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6.3.3 Waves 

As seen in the previous section, when the waves come from the back side of the boat, the speed of the 

boat can be greatly increased if the wave is surfed. However, if sailing directly downwind and the waves 

have the same direction than the wind, so they hit the boat just in the stern, it’s difficult that the wave 

can be surfed. Besides, as the speed in this point of sail is not as fast, it’s even more difficult. 

Speed restriction 

On the other hand, for a very fast sailing boat sailing downwind, if the waves are slow the boat may start 

surfing a wave, but as the boat is perpendicular to the wave, she will slide fast to the bottom part of the 

wave and hit the next wave in the front, which will cause a sudden decrease of the speed of the boat 

that will lead to the loss of the necessary speed to keep surfing the first wave. 

Danger of the waves 

Additionally, another unwanted effect of the waves coming directly from the stern is the rolling that 

they cause. A wave hitting the stern of the ship can cause an important change in the heading of the 

boat. As the boat will usually be running downwind in this situation, this change of heading can be very 

dangerous, because it can lead to an unwanted gybe, which is one of the most dangerous situations in a 

sailing boat that can end capsizing the boat, breaking the mast or other parts of the boat and causing 

injuries to the crew. 

6.4 Displacement boats 

After explaining the characteristics of all points of sail, now it’s time to divide the sailing boats in two 

main groups and study what are the best conditions for each one of them. 

In this section the first to be studied is the displacement boats’ group. This group includes any boat 

which, in any conditions, her weight is mostly supported by hydrostatic forces or buoyancy. Buoyancy is 

an upward force exerted by the water over an immersed object. This upward force is caused by a 

difference of pressure. 

In a water column, the pressure increases with depth because of the weight exerted by the overlying 

water. As a result, the bottom part of the submerged object suffers a higher pressure than at the top of 

the object. The buoyancy force depends on this pressure difference and is equivalent to the weight of 

the water that would occupy the volume of the submerged object, the displaced water, as explained by 

Archimedes’ principle. 

When a boat is stopped all of her weight is supported by the buoyancy force. When the boat starts 

advancing, some hydrodynamic forces start to act on the boat. Those forces can start supporting a little 

part of the weight of the boat depending on their orientation, but if the total weight of the boat is high, 

this part of the weight lifted by hydrodynamic forces is insignificant. In this case this boat can be 

included in the displacement boats’ group. Also, in this kind of boats, the design of the hull doesn’t help 

to this hydrodynamic effect, so it’s not very important. 

The speed of these boats is restricted, but not limited, by a determining factor called hull speed. 
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6.4.1 Hull speed 

Hull speed is the speed at which the wavelength of the boat’s bow wave is equal to the boat length. The 

hull speed depends directly on the length of the boat and can be calculated with the next formula: 

       √  Equation 1 

The importance of this speed is reflected on the wave drag. 

Wave drag 

This wave drag does not refer to the waves created by the wind, but to the waves created by the boat. 

When a boat is displacing through the water creates a series of wave trains. As seen on Figure 49 there 

are three main wave trains, one displacing in the same direction than the boat and the other two 

displacing laterally to the direction of the boat, one to each side. 

 

Figure 49: Boat’s wave pattern. – www.boatdesign.net 

As seen on 3.2, to generate waves there has to be a source of energy, that usually is the friction of the 

wind with the sea surface, but in this case, the energy comes from the friction between the boat and the 

water. The greater is the friction or wave drag, the greater will be the waves, or from the other point of 

view, the greater are the waves produced by the boat, the greater is the drag caused by the water to the 

boat. 

In the case of lateral drag it has been said in this project that is a positive effect on the boat, but this 

wave drag is a longitudinal drag, which opposes to the movement of the boat reducing the speed of the 

boat, which is a totally unwanted effect. 

In Figure 50 there is a graphic representation of the total drag caused by the water and the part of which 

is caused by wave drag. The rest of the drag (the difference between the two lines) is caused by the 

viscous drag. This graphic represents the friction suffered by a boat of 11 meters in length and a 

displacement of 10 tons, which is a ratio that includes this boat in the displacement boats’ group. 
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Figure 50: Advance water resistance in a displacement boat. – www.boatdesign.net 

First of all notice that the viscous drag increases almost linearly with the speed of the boat but that the 

wave drag has some ups and downs until a point where it starts increasing exponentially. To understand 

this behavior, as the wave drag depends on the size of the waves created by the boat, so first of all, let’s 

study these waves. 

When a boat moves through the water she creates a wave train near the bow and another one near the 

stern caused by the pressure differences created by the movement of the boat through the water. The 

displacement speed of these wave trains is the same of the boat. The wave length depends directly on 

the displacement speed of the wave, so it depends on the speed of the boat. The two wave trains 

interact with each other, which, depending on the wave length and their separation, may cause them to 

interfere constructively or not. These changes are the origin of the ups and downs on the wave drag 

resistance graphic on Figure 50. 

When the boat speed gets to her hull speed, as the length of the boat and the length of the waves are 

equal, the two wave trains add to each other creating a big wave train, which produces a big wave drag 

increase on that speed. From that point, if the boat speed increases slightly, the size of the waves will 

increase at a much faster rate. The effect is that after the boat has reached her hull speed, an increase 

on the propulsion force will lead to a great increase of the size of the waves and a low increase on the 

speed of the boat. For this reason it’s difficult for a displacement boat type to go faster than her hull 

speed. 

However, depending in the design of the hull, the boat can be able to surpass her hull speed. 
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6.4.2 Hull design 

For a thin hull with a high length/beam rate, the size of the wave trains produced is lower than the ones 

produced by a wider hull with a lower length/beam rate. Also the volume submerged affects the size of 

the wave trains and, as the volume submerged depends on the weight of the boat, a lighter boat will 

produce smaller wave trains than a heavier boat. These two aspects are the most important in 

displacement boats’ hull design. 

A displacement boat with a very thin hull and a low weight/length ratio can easily surpass her hull 

speed. Some of them can even double that speed while in displacement mode. Some of the fastest 

displacement boats are the ones used in America’s Cup races as the one in Figure 51, where can be seen 

that the boat is partially submerged in the water as happens in displacement boats. 

 

Figure 51: America’s Cup sailboat. – www.sail-world.com 

6.4.3 Best equilibrium 

In these boats, to know which is their best equilibrium in the three sailing courses defined in the 

previous sections, an important fact has to be taken into account; their speed is limited because of the 

wave drag effect, so the increase in speed caused by a low increase of the propulsion force is not very 

significant. In that case, when a decision has to be taken between a shorter route and a faster route, 

usually the best option will be the shorter route. 

When sailing upwind, this kind of sailboats perform better sailing as close to the wind as possible while 

maintaining a reasonable speed, because the speed increase that they may obtain by opening a little bit 

the course will not compensate the extra length of that new route. 

When reaching, the best point of sail for these boats is the same explained in 6.2.2, the one where 

applying the maximum counterweight, the list of the boat is compensated, while sailing as close to the 

wind as possible. As displacement boats are usually equipped with a genoa, this equilibrium is most 
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likely to be found on a beam reach, with a wind speed depending on the total counterweight/sail 

surface rate of the boat. 

When sailing downwind these boats usually perform better by running directly downwind, because the 

increase of the apparent wind in a broad reach will not increase the speed of the boat enough to 

compensate the route’s distance increase. Besides, these sailboats are usually fitted with a spinnaker, 

which performs better when running directly downwind. 

6.4.4 Waves 

In this kind of boats, as their speed is limited, it’s very difficult to start surfing waves. The only possibility 

will be with slow high waves coming from the stern, but it’s not easy to find high waves that move 

slowly, the only place where they are common is on shallow waters, but, as usually displacement boats 

have an important draft and their keels don’t use to be retractable, they cannot sail on shallow water 

because they have the possibility of touching the sea bed, which will be a very bad ending for the race. 

Also, sailing in high waves coming from the stern is, on its own, a dangerous practice because of the 

possibility of an involuntary gybe. 

In the case of frontal waves, the effect will be the ones explained on 6.1.5. The best wave conditions will 

be long, slow and not much high waves, with which an experienced sailor can even increase the speed 

of the boat. The worst conditions will be short high waves that will crush into the boat slowing her down 

significantly and even may cause damage to the boat. 

6.5 Planing boats 

The other main type of sailing boats is the planing boats’ group. In this section, the main characteristics 

of these boats and the keys to their best performance are going to be explained. But first let’s 

understand what planing means. 

6.5.1 Planing 

A boat is said to be planing when the main part of her weight is supported by hydrodynamic forces 

instead of the hydrostatic forces that will sustain the boat when she’s on displacement mode. 

As mentioned in 6.4, when a boat is stopped, her total weight is supported by the buoyancy force, but 

when the boat starts to advance, some hydrodynamic forces start to appear and, if the hull is designed 

for this purpose, these hydrodynamic forces can start generating a little upward force on the hull of the 

boat. As the speed of the boat increases, the hydrodynamic forces also increase, and so its upward 

component. If the boat doesn’t weight much, a speed can be reached where the hydrodynamic upward 

force can push the boat up partially out of the water. 

In that moment, the main part of the weight of the boat is lifted by the hydrodynamic upward 

component of the boat. As mentioned in Chapter 3, one of the properties of salad sea water is its very 

high superficial tension. This superficial tension is very important in planing. When the boat gets pushed 

up by the hydrodynamic upward component, the boat gets partially out of the water. In that position, if 

a wide flat surface is offered to the sea surface, the superficial tension will apply a resistance to avoid 

the boat to pierce the water and go down again in the displacement mode. 
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Figure 52: Planing dinghy. – www.flickr.com 

In Figure 52 can be seen the specific characteristics of a boat when she’s planing. First of all the bow of 

the boat is lifted out of the water, secondly the distinctive spray formation over the sides of the boat 

and thirdly the lack of big wake waves formation according to the boat speed. 

 

Figure 53: Advance water resistance on planing boat. – www.boatdesign.net 
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That lack of wave formation is the most important detail of planing. As seen on Figure 53, a graphic 

representation of the wave and the viscous drags on a planing boat, the wave drag on a planing boat is 

almost inexistent, because she creates very small waves as she planes over the water instead of break 

through it. 

This graphic can be compared to the one in Figure 50. Both are created by a boat of 11 meters in length, 

but one designed to sail in displacement mode and with 10 tons of displacement and this second 

example designed to plane and with only 500 kilograms of displacement. It’s important to notice that 

the resistance scales are not equivalent. 

In this second one the viscous drag is much more significant than in the other, but its value is almost the 

same in both cases. The main difference is in the wave drag, that is many times greater in the first one 

and in the second one is almost insignificant. That makes the total resistance of the second model to be 

much lower than the resistance of the first model, especially for high speeds, which allows the boat to 

go faster with the same propulsion power. 

6.5.2 Hull design 

The hull design of planing boats is specialized to allow the boat to plan, but she also has to be able to 

sail fast when she’s not in the planing state. The example in Figure 54 is a hull designed for planing. Its 

main characteristic is the flat stern bottom part of the hull that allows the boat to plan easily. The boat 

in this image is a motor boat that’s designed only for planing, so the rest of the hull design will not be a 

good example of a planing sailboat. 

This flat stern bottom part of the hull is intended to maximize the uplift effect exerted by the 

hydrodynamic forces, but in return, it generates more resistance when in displacement mode than a hull 

designed for a displacement boat. 

The bow of the hull is out of the water when the sailboat is planing, so it doesn’t need to be designed for 

this. It is designed to provide the best performance to the boat when sailing in displacement mode. So 

the bow of these boats is thin and aggressive, which contrasts with the soft wide forms of the stern. 

 

Figure 54: Flat bottom hull designed for planing. – www.powerandmotoryacht.com 
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6.5.3 Conditions for planning 

The most difficult part of planing is to start planing, but also to stay on this planing state for as long as 

possible. The keys and conditions for start planing and stay in the planing state are listed below. 

Speed and power 

The first and most important condition for planing is to have enough speed. To start planing there is a 

minimum speed that the boat needs to take, for the hydrodynamic forces to be enough strong to lift the 

boat out of the water. To stay in the planing state, there’s also a minimum speed that the boat cannot 

go below. 

The best way to gain more speed, and keep that speed, is by applying more advancing power to the 

boat. The advancing power is given to the boat by the wind through the sails. So, one easy way to 

increase the power is by increasing the sail total surface, which can be done by adding another sail or by 

changing one for a bigger one. Both things can be done in the same circumstances; the opener is the 

course of the boat respect to the wind, the more and bigger sails the boat can rig so, the more power 

she can obtain. A good example is Figure 55 where the boat uses his mainsail, a genoa and a huge 

gennaker to maximize the sail surface offered to the wind on a downwind course. 

However, there is another factor that affects the power of the boat that is the speed of the apparent 

wind. The speed of the apparent wind decreases as the boat’s course opens from the wind. So the 

equilibrium has to be found between those two factors to obtain the best course for the maximum 

power. This course tends to be a broad reach. 

 

Figure 55: Volvo Ocean Race planing. – www.sail-world.com 
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Resistance reduction 

Another point for getting more speed is to reduce the resistance. The total resistance is divided into the 

caused by the wind and the caused by the water. 

The resistance caused by the wind can be reduced by making the upper part of the boat more 

aerodynamic, but also by changing the direction of the apparent wind. So as more close to the stern is 

coming the apparent wind, the less resistance will it oppose to the movement and when it comes from 

behind the beam it will even produce additional speed, so in downwind courses the air resistance will be 

lower or even will be positive for the speed of the boat. 

The resistance caused by the water can by reduced by reducing the wet surface of the boat. The best 

way to do this is by pulling up the daggerboards or centerboard. This can also be seen in Figure 55 

where the two lateral daggerboards can be seen out of the water just in front of the mast. The 

daggerboards or centerboard only can be lifted when sailing downwind, because when sailing upwind 

they are needed to reduce the lateral drift caused by the lateral component of the lift. 

Weight 

Another way of reducing the wet surface of the boat to increase the speed is be having a lighter boat, so 

boats designed for planing have to be as light as possible. This will also reduce the wave drag they have 

before entering the planing state, which will facilitate entering into this state. 

Boat level 

Another important aspect to facilitate the boat to plane is to keep the boat flat, without any list. This is 

because the design of the hull is prepared to offer the best planing conditions when the boat doesn’t 

have any list. To allow the boat to plane, the hydrodynamic force needs to have a horizontal flat surface 

to push against to lift the boat from the water. 

 

Figure 56: 18ft skiff planing. – www.boatdesign.net 
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This flat surface is the stern bottom part of the hull of the boat, so the boat has to be balanced in a way 

that the surface of the hull in contact with the water is that stern bottom part. That is accomplished by 

raising the bow of the boat out of the water by moving the weight to the back of the boat. That also 

reduces the wet surface of the boat. This flat surface also needs to be presented horizontally over the 

water, so the boat cannot have any list. That is accomplished by balancing the boat laterally with the 

weight. 

A good example of both actions is seen in Figure 56, where all crew members are using the trapeze to 

balance the list caused by the lateral component of the lift, and they are situated on the stern of the 

boat to rise the bow out of the water. 

Pumping 

Finally, the last thing that can be done to help the boat enter the planing state or to avoid getting out of 

it is to pump the sails. Pumping the sails is to repetitively pull and release the sheet of one or several 

sails causing a pumping movement of the sails intended to increase the speed of the boat. The objective 

is to pump the sail in the right moment to produce an increase of the speed of the boat enough to start 

planing or to start surfing a wave or to prevent the boat from stop planing or stop surfing a wave. 

The more opened is the sail when it’s pumped, the more forward will the pump push the boat. But if the 

sail is close to the centerline, a pump of the sail will not increase speed so much and instead will cause a 

list. This means that the pumping is more effective when sailing downwind. 

In some sailing races as windsurfing it’s usual to see the sailors pumping the sail all the time, but in most 

of the dinghy races it’s limited by the rules of the race, but not completely forbidden. In sailing yachts 

the sails are too big to be pumped effectively, so this strategy is not used. 

6.5.4 Best point of sail for planing 

Even though some high performance planing boats can plane when sailing upwind as the Volvo Ocean 

Race sailboats in Figure 57, the best point of sail for planing is a broad reach. That’s because, as 

explained in the previous points, all the best conditions for planning can be achieved when sailing in a 

broad reach. 

 

Figure 57: Volvo Ocean Race planing upwind. – sailracewin.blogspot.com 
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6.5.5 Waves 

Front waves 

For a planing boat waves from the front will always be bad for the speed. This is because, even if when 

going down the wave the boat can increase her speed, which may help to enter the planing state, the hit 

with the next wave will suddenly slow the boat, causing her to fall from the planing state, so it’s almost 

impossible to plan with waves coming from the front. 

Back waves 

If waves come from the back of the boat, they will usually be good for the speed of the boat because if 

the boat start surfing the wave she will start planing automatically, which will increase dramatically the 

speed of the boat. However, this sudden speed increase can be a disadvantage for inexpert sailors, 

because it makes to boat difficult to control. 

If the waves are short and slow, the sudden increase in the speed of the boat will cause her to go 

significantly faster than the wave that’s surfing, so the boat will go down the wave and will crush against 

the next wave in the front. This, besides of slowing the boat, can be a dangerous situation that can 

cause the boat to stick the bow into the wave and rise her stern capsizing to the front, which is very 

dangerous for the boat and the crew. For this reason when planing in short slow waves the bow has to 

be kept high. 

On the other hand, when waves are long and fast, if the boat starts planing and goes fast enough, she 

can also start surfing the fast wave which will lead to a formidable maximum speed that can be kept for 

a long time while the wave doesn’t dissipate. 
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Chapter 7 Coastal races 

After the study of the different forecasting methods and the best sailing conditions, now this knowledge 

will be used, in this chapter and the next one, to decide which is the best forecasting method for every 

aspect of every type of sailing race and to explain how to use the data from the forecast to improve the 

result of the race. 

The study will include three different parts for every type of sailing race. The first one is the study of the 

uses of the weather forecasts for the preparation before the race; the second one is the study of the 

conditions that will be found during the race; the third is the study of the improvement of the forecast 

precision and the actualization of the forecasting information that can be done during the race. 

In this chapter all this aspects will be studied for coastal races in general and a specific kind of coastal 

race, the short course race. These kinds of sailing races have some aspects in common, but also have 

some differences that will be specified in every one of the sections. 

In the next chapter, the remaining types of sailing races, including offshore and oceanic sailing races, will 

be studied in the same way that the ones studied in this chapter. 

7.1 Preparations for the race 

This first section is about all the aspects than can be prepared previous to the start of the race to 

improve the performance of the boat and the crew during the race. In this stage, the meteorological and 

oceanographic phenomena that are going to be studied are the wind and the waves, because are the 

most important phenomena at this stage. 

7.1.1 Boat design 

Respect to the boat design, first of all, the sailboats that belong in a one-design class cannot be 

modified. Therefore, the design of the boat will not be a factor affecting the result of the race because 

any boat will have advantages over the others. However, that design can be expressly directed to a 

specific kind of sailing race. In that case, the designers can use long term forecasting methods to build a 

boat that can test the abilities of their crews in the specific conditions likely to find during the race. 

In a development or formula based sailing class, the design of the boats competing with each other can 

differ, and that difference can be a determinant of the result of the race. So the design of the boats is 

one of the most important factors in these races and has to be adapted to the weather conditions 

expected to be found during the race. 
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Best forecasting method 

After competing in a sailing race the sailors have to practice with the boat that they are going to use 

during the race to know all the characteristics of her sailing abilities, which is her fastest point of sail and 

how to trim her sails for the best performance in every point of sail. Previously, the boat has to be built 

and tested her stability and floatability. And before all of that, the boat has to be designed. 

That means that the boat has to be designed long before the race starts, several months or even years. 

The forecasts that can be used at this stage are very long term forecasts. This discards some forecasting 

methods only valid for shorter term predictions like the trends method and the Numerical Weather 

Prediction (from now on will be referred to as NWP). 

The best forecasting methods for this long term prediction are the climatology and the persistence 

methods, as explained in 5.2 but, for this particular case, the best one will be the climatology method. 

Forecasts based on this method can be found in some web pages or can be performed by the interested 

by consulting previous years data from the meteorological stations situated close to the area where the 

race will be performed. This data can also be found in several online weather forecasting pages. 

The problem of this method is the variance of the weather conditions that are averaged to make the 

prediction. If the variance is low, the weather conditions can be determined with a high probability, but 

if the variance is high, the possible weather situations cannot be delimited as much. 

Effects of the prevision on the design 

This variance has to be taken into account for the design of the boat. If the variance is very low, the boat 

can be designed for the best performance in the specific conditions that are more probable to find, but 

if the variance is very high, the bot will have to be designed to perform well in all the different possible 

conditions. 

Some of the aspects of the design have to be the same no matter what are the expected conditions as 

for example the reduction of the weight (except for the ballast), the resistance of the materials and the 

security for the crew. But some other aspects depend on the weather conditions. 

The sail design depends critically on the expected wind conditions. The size of the sails will depend on 

the wind speed; the lighter the wind, the higher the sails and the more sail surface. The kind of sail, or 

shape of the sail, will depend on the direction of the wind; the more upwind the boat has to sail the 

more thin and sharp has to be the sail profile and the more downwind, the more rounded have to be 

the sails. The thickness of the sails also depends on the wind speed; the stronger the wind the thicker 

the sails so they don’t break and the lighter the wind the thinner and lighter can be the sails to perform 

better. 

The weight of the ballast also depends on the wind, both in the speed as in the direction. The more wind 

speed, the more list will cause and as studied in the previous chapter, the more upwind the boat sails, 

the more lateral component will have the list so the more list will also cause, so the more weight will be 

needed to balance the boat. 

Part of the hull design depends on the waves. If the boat is expected to have to sail with waves from the 

back, the stern part of the hull design should help the boat to surf the waves. If the boat is expected to 
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sail with waves from the front, the bow of the hull should be designed to pass the waves easily without 

losing much speed, as does the wave piercing bow design. 

Those are the most important features that can be considered when designing a boat to sail in specific 

conditions, but depending on the characteristics of the sailing race, the design may also change. 

Specific characteristics of different sailing races 

Depending on the characteristics of the race or races that the boat is designed to sail in, some other 

features have to be taken into account in her design. 

For a boat designed to sail in a short course race, the wind conditions she will have to sail in are 

predetermined because the course of the race is oriented to the wind, so the direction will be always 

similar and if the intensity of the wind is out of some limits, the race will be postponed. In this case, the 

design of the boat will not depend on the forecast, but in the characteristics of the course and the rules 

of the race. 

On the other hand, in a coastal race where boats have to get, for example, from one port to another, 

the direction and intensity of the wind for what the boat is designed will depend on the weather 

forecasts. 

In relation to the waves, short course races, especially for dinghies, use to be situated in protected 

water, which means that the waves are not expected to be very important. On the other hand, on 

coastal races, depending in the zone where they are performed, the waves can be significant. If the race 

takes place near the coast, the only direction from where the waves can come is from the sea to the 

land, so the direction will be determined by the course of the race but the size of the waves will be 

determined by the weather conditions showed in the forecasts. 

Finally, if the boat has to be used in more than one race with very different characteristics, or the 

conditions that can be found are very variable, the boat has to be designed to sail well in all different 

conditions. In the case of the sails, the boat should have different sails to change them according to the 

conditions, the hull should be designed to sail in any wave conditions and the weight of the ballast can 

be prepared to be changed according to the conditions. 

All of the different designs on this section have to comply with the formulas or limitations imposed for 

every race or sailboat class. 

7.1.2 Training 

After the boat has been designed, built and tested, the next step before competing in a race is the 

training of the crew. In this stage, the crew has to get familiarized with the controls of the boat and test 

her capacity to sail in different weather conditions, in different points of sail, different wind speeds and 

different wave conditions. 

The main objective of the training is that, during the race, the crew can take out the full potential of the 

boat whichever are the conditions of the wind and the waves. To accomplish that, it will be enough for 

the crew to practice only for the conditions that will be found during the race, but if the boat has to 

participate in different races or if it’s only one race, but the conditions that will be found are not clear, 

to ensure that the crew is prepared in all cases the best is to train in all different conditions. 
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However, for a race where the conditions can be delimited by a long term weather forecast, the training 

in those specific conditions can be focused. One of the most common ways this is done is by sailing in 

the area where the race is going to take place, long before the race takes place. This is based on one of 

the forecasting methods, the persistence method. That method says that the conditions that are found 

at the moment are the same (or at least very similar) to the conditions that will be found in the future. 

When practicing on the area where the race is going to take place, the crew is using the persistence 

method to predict that the conditions during the race will be similar to the ones during their training, so 

they will be best prepared for the race by training there. 

That’s not the only benefit that the crew can take from training in the area where the race will take 

place. By sailing several times in that area, the crew can notice the local and geographical effects of the 

wind and waves on that area and how these local effects affect the general wind and wave conditions. 

This will be further studied in later sections. 

7.1.3 Choosing equipment 

Finally, when the day of the start of the race is close, the final preparation of the boat and the crew for 

the race can be completed. When there are few days resting for the start of the race, the conditions that 

will be found throughout the race can be known quite well, being that a coastal race should not be 

longer than one or two days at the most. 

Depending on the kind of preparation that the race requires, this preparation can be done the same day 

of the race or up to several days before the race. In any case, if don’t remain more than about 4 days for 

the start of the race, for that last preparation of the boat and the crew, some shorter term forecasting 

methods can be used, than the ones used in the previous point, as the boat design and the training. 

In this situation, the NWP method is the best one to predict the general conditions that will be found 

during the race, because in a period from one day to one week forecast it’s the most reliable and 

accurate method for general weather conditions. This kind of forecasts are the most easy to find in web 

pages, mobile phone applications and GRIB files based programs, so they won’t be difficult to get. For 

the specific conditions on the different parts of the race other methods can be used, but it will be seen 

in the next section. For what respects to this section, the general conditions are the important ones. 

Items to prepare 

Depending in the kind of boat and the type of race the items that should be prepared before the race 

are different ones. In one-design classes, the boat usually doesn’t have any possible variations, so the 

only think that can be done is to ensure that all the equipment is in good conditions. 

In other classes, some features of the boat can be chosen as for example the weight of the ballast used 

and the kind of sails that will be rigged and carried onboard for the different points of sail that the boat 

will have to sail in. Those will be decided according to the data extracted from the NWP forecast. 

If the wind speed has to be very high, the highest weight will be set on the ballast and some smaller and 

more resistant sails will be prepared to rig and maybe some spare parts will be prepared on board for 

the possible damages that the boat can suffer. If instead, the wind is expected to be light, the lightest 

weight will be set on the ballast and the bigger and lighter sails will be prepared. 
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The crew will have to prepare their cloths depending on the weather conditions that will be found 

throughout the race. If the race has to last for several hours or even more than a day, different sets of 

cloths, water and food have to be prepared for the crew, depending on the number of crew members 

and the time that the race is expected to last. 

The time that the race is expected to last is an important factor in this stage of the race, not as much in 

short coastal races, but in long offshore races. This time prevision depends on the length of the race, but 

also on the speed of the boat, and the speed of the boat depends on the weather conditions, so the 

weather forecasts will also be used for this prediction. But all of this will be seen on the next chapter, 

because the present chapter is about short coastal races. 

7.2 Conditions during the race 

Finally the race is about to start. An experienced sailor, when the race starts, already knows the strategy 

that will follow during the race. This strategy is planned before of the start of the race and has to be 

updated depending in the facts that happen during the entire race. One of the fundaments of this 

strategy is the set of weather conditions that will be found during the race. 

The objective of this section is to study which are the best forecasting methods that can be used to 

predict the conditions that will be found throughout the whole area and duration of the race, before the 

race starts. 

In this and the following sections of this chapter, the meteorological and oceanographic phenomena 

that are going to be studied are the wind, the waves and the sea currents, because these are the 

phenomena that will affect the performance of the boat during the race. 

7.2.1 General conditions 

The best forecasting method to determinate the general conditions that will be found during the race 

has already been said in the previous section, because it was used for the preparation of the equipment 

of the boat, and it was the NWP method. 

As said before, this method is the best for general predictions with a range of between one day and one 

week. Also the access to this prediction method is very easy nowadays with computers and mobile 

phones thanks to the internet. 

However, this method usually cannot have into account the local and geographical effects on a small 

scale, because the information inputted is not enough precise and the computational power that will be 

required will be too much even for actual supercomputers. 

7.2.2 Local and geographical effects 

The general information provided by the NWP can be useful in a short sailing race, but in a short race, all 

small details are important to declare who is the winner. As the general conditions will be the same for 

all the boat participating in the race, these are not enough to set out a strategy to win the race. All the 

small changes in the wind, the waves and the currents are needed to set out the best strategy. 
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These small changes are mostly caused by the local and geographical effects on these phenomena, so 

other forecasting methods will have to be used. Here is where the knowledge acquired during previous 

training on the area of the race enters into action. 

Spatial variations 

As introduced in a previous section, one of the methods used to train for a specific race is to train in the 

area where the race will take place. By training in that area for several days, the crew can notice how 

the local and geographical features of that area affect the general wind, waves and sea currents. 

This will allow the crew to use another forecasting method to improve the prediction of the conditions 

during the race. That forecasting method is the analog method. By observing during several days, how 

the local and geographical features affect the wind and wave conditions in that area, for different 

general weather conditions, the crew acquires a local weather knowledge for that are. Using that local 

weather knowledge, when the NWP predicts some specific general weather condition, using the analog 

forecasting method, the crew can predict that the specific wind and wave conditions in that area will be 

the same that they suffered during their training on that area with a similar general weather condition. 

The more local weather knowledge the crew has, the more precise will be the application of the analog 

method, because the crew will be able to find a day where the general weather conditions were more 

similar to the conditions of the day of the race, so their prediction of the real specific conditions found in 

every part of the race course will be more accurate. 

This method will allow the general predictions to become more accurate, meaning that the different 

small variations, depending on the location, will be identified. In the next section will be seen an specific 

way of predicting the spatial variations of the conditions just before the start of the race that is usually 

quit accurate. 

However, to identify the small variations that will occur on a specific location during the time, the 

procedure that can be used is a different one. 

Time variations 

To predict the small variation in the conditions of the three important phenomena during the time, the 

NWP is not useful either, because the prediction lapse for this method is usually of 3 hours or, at the 

least 1 hour. Some different methods can be combined to make a valid approximation of these small 

short changes. 

Using the persistence method the solution will be that the weather will not change during that 3 or 1 

hour lapse, that is not useful because it does not provide any new information. Using the trends 

method, the next conclusion can be reached: if two successive predictions of the NWP are taken, it can 

be assumed that the difference between the two predictions is produced by the movement of the 

weather formations that cause the weather phenomena, therefore it can be assumed that in a specific 

intermediate time between the two predictions, the weather formations will be in a specific 

intermediate position, so the characteristics of the phenomena at that time will also be intermediate 

between the two predictions. 

In resume, using the trends method it can be assumed that the conditions will change gradually, so the 

exact change of the conditions in every moment could be calculated. In reality this is not true, but as an 
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approximation this method is better than the persistence method in this case. Anyway, this is not 

enough to produce a precise prediction of the variation of some characteristics as for example when will 

the wind gusts blow. There are other methods to predict these short variations, but they will be 

explained on a later section, because they cannot be done previous to the start of the race, but during 

the race. 

7.2.3 Inspecting the field 

In some very short races, specially the short course races, there is a way of determining the small 

variations over the different parts of the race. This is to inspect the field of the race just before the start 

of the race. 

Sailing through the different parts of the course of the race, the different variations in all the 

phenomena depending on the situation can be directly seen. Then, using the persistence method it can 

be predicted that the conditions during the race will be the same. If this is done just before the race 

starts, the assumption that the conditions will not change during the race use to be quite accurate as 

the race usually don’t last more than one or two hours. 

To inspect the conditions on the different parts of the race field, the waves can be directly seen. The 

wind can be calculated by stopping the boat in different parts and looking at the direction the sails are 

luffing, that is the direction of the true wind, the intensity can be noticed by how fast and strong is the 

luffing. The sea currents can be calculated by putting in the water a plastic bottle full of water and look 

at the direction and speed that it moves and that is the movement of the current. 

With this method, the best possible prediction of the condition on the different zones of the course is 

obtained. Its only inconvenient is that it has to be done just before the start of the race, so the time 

remaining to prepare the strategies based on this prediction is very short. 

7.3 Variation of the conditions 

In the previous section was said that, before the start of the race, an experienced sailor will have a 

strategy prepared to run the race as fast as possible, and was seen how to get the best forecast that will 

be used to create that strategy. But also was said that this first strategy has to be updated during the 

race to adapt it to the facts that happen during the race. 

This section will focus on the forecasting methods used to update the weather predictions during the 

course of the race. 

7.3.1 Forecast precision 

As in this case the duration of the race is usually of a few hours or at the most one or two days, the 

general previsions made before of the start of the race are likely to be correct. Also will be of no use to 

update the forecast data of some of the methods used in the previous section, because the time lapse of 

the data of those methods can be longer than the race itself. The only forecasting methods that can be 

useful are those which provide very short term predictions. 
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Also, an important part of these short races are sailed by boats that don’t have onboard any computers 

to receive new information, in dinghies even mobile phones are not recommended on board because 

they are almost certain to get wet or receive some hits. So the weather prediction that can be done 

during these races is only by direct observation. 

7.3.2 Visual prediction 

The prediction of the small variations in the conditions due to the zone of the course has already been 

studied thoroughly, but the short variations during the time cannot be precisely predicted with the 

methods exposed until now. The best way of predicting these very short changes, that are so important 

in a short race, is by visual observation and the experience of the sailor. The forecasting methods used 

in this kind of prediction are the trends and the analog methods. 

A good example is the one observed in Figure 31, where a wind gust is causing a different texture on the 

water and so using the trends method, the sailor can predict if the gust will hit the boat and when will it 

happen. Sometimes these different textures on the sea surface can also be appreciated when there is a 

change of the direction of the wind. 

7.4 The best strategy 

In the two previous sections, the best forecasting methods to predict the wind, waves and sea currents 

that will be found during the race, in the different areas and their evolution, have been studied. Finally, 

in this last section, there is the strategy that can be planned and updated using the data of those 

predictions to improve the result of the race. 

The strategy depends on the kind of race and boat that is sailed. This section will be divided in the two 

main groups of short coastal races. In each one of the groups the strategy defined will be a general 

strategy for all the boat classes, because there are too many different types of boats to study their 

specifics separately. However, the general strategy can be used in all different types of boats and the 

specific details for every boat class can be applied by her sailor, over the general strategy scheme. 

7.4.1 Short course races 

The definition of this kind of sailing race is on 4.3.1. 

The objective of the strategy is to get as fast as possible to the finish line. This can be done by going 

faster or by reducing the sailed distance. Both factors will be studied in this section. 

How to go faster 

The first think to study is the general condition of the three important phenomena that will be found 

during the race in the area where the race will take place. As explained in the previous section, these 

general conditions can be used to choose the equipment that the boat should carry, if it can be chosen, 

but they also have an important use on the decision of the strategy. 

The boat may have been designed for a specific wind and wave condition that was the most probable to 

find or it can be a one-design. In any case, the boat will have a specific wind speed that will allow the 
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boat to perform her maximum speed in every point of sail. The strategy will be different if the real wind 

speed found during the race is higher or lower than that specific best wind speed. 

To get the boat to go faster what has to be done is try to sail in an area where the conditions are the 

best for the speed of the boat. As said before, there is a specific wind speed that allows the boat to sail 

as fast as possible in every point of sail, so the objective will be to find a wind speed as similar as 

possible to that best wind speed. The general prevision will determine if the strategy should be oriented 

to find more wind or less wind than the average wind of the general prevision. 

In a short course race the most important part of the race is the line formed by the upwind or top mark 

and the downwind or bottom mark. This line will be called the centerline of the race. Also may be a third 

lateral mark or wing mark, but it’s not as important. When sailing upwind from the bottom mark to the 

top mark, the boat has to go first to one side and then to the other, because she cannot sail directly 

upwind. Usually one of the two sides of the centerline will have best conditions for sailing. 

What determines which of the two sides has better conditions is, first of all the wind speed. As closer is 

the wind speed to that best wind speed for the boat the better. Usually the best side will be the one 

that has the more wind. Another factor is the size and direction of the waves, but it’s not likely to 

change significantly from one side to the other, because these races use to be on protected zones where 

the waves are not very important. The last important factor is the sea currents, which can be more 

favorable in one side of the centerline than in the other. 

So the strategy to get more speed upwind will be to go as much as possible on the favored part of the 

race course. When sailing downwind, some boats will get faster from the top mark to the bottom mark 

by running directly downwind in a straight line. Other boats will also go from one side to the other to 

sail on a broad reach instead of running downwind, because this way the speed increase is greater than 

the increase of the distance sailed. In this last case the strategy for those boats will by the same, to sail 

the most of the time on the favored side of the race course. 

How to reduce the total distance 

Before explaining the application of this second part of the strategy, it’s important to remember that 

both when sailing upwind and when sailing downwind there is a determined course for every boat that 

is the most efficient to get to a point situated directly upwind or directly downwind respectively. This 

was explained in 6.1.4 and 6.3.2 respectively. So the strategy will respect that, meaning that the 

distance will not be reduced by changing the direction respect to the wind, because it will decrease the 

speed, but by using the changes in wind direction. 

The wind direction and speed near the surface is affected by many factors that cause the wind speed 

and direction to not be constant. The variations on the direction can be used to reduce the distance that 

the boat has to sail. 

Usually in a short course race the centerline is orientated parallel to the direction of the wind, but small 

changes in the direction of the wind can cause the wind to come slightly from one of the two sides of 

the centerline. The variations on the wind direction can cause the wind to come sometimes from one 

side and sometimes from the other side of the centerline. This has to be used to reduce the total 

distance sailed. 
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Let’s suppose that in a determined moment the wind is coming slightly from the left side of the 

centerline, looking from the bottom to the top mark. In that case if a boat, situated near the bottom 

mark, starts sailing to the right part of the centerline, the angle that her direction will have to the top 

mark will be lower than if the wind was coming directly from the top mark, while the boat is keeping the 

same angle to the true wind, so also keeping her speed. If that boat was sailing to the left part of the 

centerline, the angle of her direction with the top mark will be greater than when sailing to the right 

side. So in this case, as the angle of the direction is lower and the speed is the same, when this boat is 

sailing to the right side of the centerline she’s approaching the top mark faster than when she’s sailing 

to the left side. 

Generalizing this rule, if the wind is coming from the left part of the centerline, is better to sail to the 

right side of the centerline, and vice versa, if the wind is coming from the right side of the centerline, is 

better that the boat sails to the left side of the course. This can also be generalized to the downwind 

sailing with the opposite characteristics, when the wind comes from the right, sail to the right, and when 

the wind comes from the left, sail to the left. This way the distance sailed is reduced. 

In Figure 58 there is a good illustration of this strategy both for upwind and downwind sailing. 

 

Figure 58: Example of wind variation over a short course race. – www.outdoorgb.com 

Finally, the two strategies have to be used simultaneously to finish the race as fast as possible. 

7.4.2 Coastal passage races 

The basic strategies explained for the short course races also apply in coastal passage races but in those 

races there can be some more different strategies to be used. A first example is an obstacle in the way 

that has to be avoided. If it’s safe to avoid it by any of the sides, it will have to be decided which one of 

the sides is the better one. 

One first thing to have into account is that a land obstacle will probably alter somehow the wind on its 

leeward side, slowing it down and changing its direction, which may be good or bad depending on the 

general wind conditions. If there is a light or moderate wind, that reduction of the wind speed will be 
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unwanted. If there is very strong wind, that reduction can be useful. The change of the direction 

depends on the specific conditions. 

A more notorious effect will be the effect that the land formation will have over the waves, because it 

will completely stop them. If the normal waves in that zone are significantly high, that elimination of the 

waves can probably be good. If that is not enough to decide which side is better to take, another 

important factor is which side has the shortest route. If all these factors are not enough to decide which 

side to take, the next step is the study which of the two parts is better depending on the situation of the 

final position when the object has been sorted. Depending on the general conditions, one of the two 

final positions will be better because to reach the next waypoint from that position the course to be 

taken will be different, and one of the two will be a faster course for every kind of sailboat. 

Another fact of coastal races is that, depending on the direction of the waves, more importance has to 

be given to the waves, because if the waves come from the sea side they can have a really significant 

size and affect greatly the navigation. Even more if the boat sails over a shallow water area, the height 

of the waves will be increased, what can compromise the speed of the boat but also her safety. 
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Chapter 8 Offshore and Oceanic races 

This chapter will have the same structure than the last one, but, instead of dealing with short coastal 

races, this chapter deals with long offshore and oceanic races. 

The sections in this chapter are the same as in the last chapter, but the forecasting methods and the 

strategies used in them are different from the last chapter. In some cases, the same forecasting 

methods and the same strategies used for short coastal races can be used for these long races. In these 

cases, the explanations of the use of the forecasting methods and the strategies are not going to be 

repeated; instead, they are going to be referenced from the last chapter. 

8.1 Preparation before the race 

As in the last chapter, this first section is going to deal with the uses of the forecasting methods for the 

different stages previous to the start of the race. The best forecasting methods for each case are going 

to be studied and also how to use them to prepare for the race. 

8.1.1 Boat design 

As explained in the last chapter, the boat has to be designed depending on the conditions that are more 

likely to be found during the race. In a long offshore race, the most likely is that the boat has to sail in 

several different conditions throughout the race, so the boat will have to be designed to sail well in all 

this several conditions. However, if a most exhaustive study is made, it can be determined which are the 

conditions that the boat is expected to find the major part of the time, or the average of the conditions 

that are expected to be found. 

To find about this, and taking into account that the design of the boat has to be made several months or 

even years before the start of the race, the forecasting methods that can be used are the ones allowing 

very long term forecasts. As in the previous chapter, the best forecasting method for this stage is the 

climatology method. 

Using that method, the usual weather conditions found in the area of the race during the time of the 

year when the race will take place, can be determined. Once those average conditions have been 

determined, the different aspects of the boat have to be adapted to these conditions as explained in 

7.1.1. The size and shape of the sails and the weight of the ballast depend in the wind speed and 

direction; the shape of the hull depends on the direction and characteristics of the expected waves. 
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The variability of the conditions has to be also used to decide the shape of the hull and to decide the 

different sails that the boat should carry onboard. In these long races the rules use to allow the boats to 

have different types of sails for the different conditions they will find. 

Another important aspect to take into account in long races is the capacity of the boat to accommodate 

the crew and to carry the provisions and spare parts. In 8.1.4, the details about those provisions will be 

developed. 

In some boats, the weight of the provisions is also used to balance the ship reducing the list. In that 

case, the boat has to be designed to carry all the provisions in both sides of the boat and also to allow 

the transfer of the provisions. An example is the lateral tanks for the fresh water connected with a pump 

that can pass the water from one side to the other. 

In the design of these boats, a study about the energy also has to be performed. First of all, the energy 

that the boat will require has to be studied, depending on the electronic devices that the boat has to 

carry. 

These boats, as they are sailing far away from the coast and for a long time, they need some devices 

that allow the boat to be communicated with any coastal station, to allow the crew to locate the 

position of the boat on a map and to allow the crew to obtain forecast updates and to carry out strategy 

corrections during the race, which will be developed in sections ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la 

referencia. and 8.4.3 respectively. 

Some boats will also carry more electric devices. For example, in some boats, a watermaker, as the one 

on Figure 59, can be fitted to desalinate sea water obtaining fresh water for the needs of the crew, 

saving the extra weight and space that will cost to carry all that water onboard. Also, electrical pumps or 

hydraulic systems, as the used to transfer the water from one tank to another or to move the canting 

keel. 

 

Figure 59: Shenker watermaker. – www.schenkerwatermakers.com 

With the results of this energy consumption study, a system of batteries and chargers has to be 

designed for the boat. The charge of the batteries will usually be made by the use of renewable energy. 

The most common are the windmill and the solar panel. Both of them depend on the weather 

conditions to produce energy, so a forecasting study will have to be made to determine the quantity of 

solar panels or windmills that are needed to produce enough energy depending on the expected 

weather conditions. The best forecasting method is also the climatology method in this case to study the 

average conditions. 
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8.1.2 Training 

In the previous chapter it was said that the best way to train for a specific race was sailing on the area 

where the race is going to take place, to acquire local weather knowledge of that area. In long offshore 

race, the area of the race is too wide to acquire local weather knowledge of all the area, so this training 

method cannot be carried out. 

In this kind of sailing races, the objective of the training will be only to allow the crew to get familiarized 

with the controls of the boat and test her capacity to sail in different weather conditions, in different 

points of sail, different wind speeds and different wave conditions. 

8.1.3 Duration prevision 

As said before, to decide the amount of provisions that the boat should carry, a study has to be made to 

determinate the expected duration of the race. Then, over the duration prevision, has to be added an 

error range, to be sure that the crew don’t run out of food or water before they finish the race. 

To calculate the expected duration of the race, first of all has to be presented a first general course, 

which will be explained in 8.4.1. On that general course, the expected course distance can be calculated. 

Then, using the climatology method, the average conditions that will be found in those areas can also be 

calculated, and with the data extracted from the training, the speed of the boat in every wind and wave 

condition can be known, so the expected speed of the boat can also be calculated. With this data, the 

expected speed of the boat and the expected length of the course, the expected time of the race can be 

calculated. 

8.1.4 Provision and spare parts stock 

As said previously in 8.1.1, an important part of the preparation before the start of the race is the 

provision and spare parts stock that the boat should carry. 

The accommodations only depend on the size of the crew, but the amount of the provisions for the 

crew (fresh water, food, cloth changes, etc.) and also the amount of spare parts that the boat has to 

carry, in order to allow the crew to perform some basic reparations on the boat during the race, depend 

also on the duration of the race. The study of the duration has been performed in 8.1.3. 

For the food and water provisions, first of all has to be studied how much does every crew member 

consume when is under the conditions that will experience during the race. This study can be done 

during the training stage. Then, the consumption of every crew member has to be added and multiplied 

by the number of days that the race is expected to last, including the error range mentioned in the 

previous section. 

For the spare parts stock, there are some studies about the durability of different materials and 

different parts of the boat and of how often they use to break. Using those studies and knowing the 

expected duration of the race, an assumption of the expected breaks that the boat parts will suffer can 

be used to decide the spare parts that the boat should carry. 

Another important aspect affecting the breaks that the boat will suffer is the wind and waves conditions 

that the boat will find during the race. If the boat has to sail in high winds, the sails and all the rigging of 
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the boat will suffer more stresses and probably there will be more damages of these parts. If the boat 

has to sail with big frontal waves, the intense pitching will raise the damage probability. 

8.2 Conditions during the race 

In this section, as in 7.2, the objective is to study which are the best forecasting methods that can be 

used to predict the conditions that will be found throughout the whole area and duration of the race, 

before the race starts. The different stages of this section will be compared to the stages explained on 

7.2 for short races. 

The last stage of the 7.2 was to inspect the field of the race just before the start, but in this case this 

stage cannot be performed, because the field is too wide to be inspected. 

8.2.1 Local and geographical effects 

In an offshore race, a part of the race is developed far from any land formation. In these areas, there are 

no local or geographical effects, affecting the main general conditions. In those areas there is no need 

for any local study of the conditions, because it can be assumed that the general prevision will be quite 

close to the real conditions found. 

However, some parts of these long races can pass near the coast or between islands, where the local 

and geographical effects will have to be taken into account. In that case the forecasting methods that 

can be used are the same as the ones explained in 7.2.2. 

8.2.2 General conditions 

In this kind of sailing races, the general conditions are more important than in short coastal races. This is 

because in a short coastal race, all the boats participating will have to sail in the same area, with a low 

possible deviation from the course, because to get fast to the finish line the boats cannot go too far 

away because the increase of the distance will be too much important. As all boats sail in the same area, 

the general conditions for all of the boats will be the same during the race, so any particular boat can 

take advantage just knowing the general conditions, but just with the specific condition variations 

throughout the area and duration of the race. 

On the other side, the boats participating in a long offshore or oceanic race, can choose different 

courses to get to the next waypoint or to the finish line that differ much more from one boat to another. 

In this case, the main strategy will be the selection of the course that the boat will follow depending on 

the variation of the general conditions over different areas. 

In this case, due to the importance of the general conditions, they will be separated in two parts. 

General large scale conditions 

This large scale conditions were not studied in the last chapter, because in a short race there are no 

needed to develop the strategy, but in a long race the general large scale conditions have to be used to 

develop a first large scale strategy. 
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These first large scale conditions predictions have to be done with a prediction range going from the 

start of the race to the end of the race, and have to be performed some time before the start of the 

race. In this case, the best forecasting method to use will be the climatology method. 

Using the climatology method, the general conditions that are more probable to find in a large scale can 

be predicted. The accuracy of these predictions will not be very high, because this method only provides 

an average value of the possible conditions, but it will be enough to prepare a first basic strategy. 

General small scale conditions 

This second part of the general conditions is the one that was explained in 7.2.1, to predict the general 

conditions that will be found in every part of the sailing course. In that section was said that the best 

forecasting method for this case was the NWP, because is the best method for general previsions with a 

time range between 1 day and 1 week. In the case of long races, the best forecasting method for this 

second part of the general conditions is also the NWP for the same reasons. 

In the case of short races, the general conditions for all the area of the race were supposed the same, 

because the spatial range of the predictions of the NWP uses to be wider than the actual size of the race 

course. In long races, this is not the case. Also, in short races, the general conditions for the entire 

duration of the race were supposed the same, because the time range of the predictions of the NWP 

uses to be longer than the actual time of the full race. In long races this is not the case either. 

So in long races, both the time and the spatial differences of the general conditions have to be taken 

into account. For the time differences, all the available visualization methods for the NWP forecasts use 

to show a range from the present to about a week in the future with different intervals, the shortest the 

intervals the best for the planning of the strategy. The problem is if the race lasts for more than a week, 

because these general conditions will not be known before the start of the race. The solution to this 

problem will be exposed in the next section. 

Finally for the spatial differences, some of the visualization methods used by some web pages or mobile 

phone applications are not very useful, because in these sites the information is shown separately for 

different stations, so it’s not easy to locate the different stations respect to the others or to get the 

prediction for an intermediate place between two stations. For this reason, the best visualization 

methods for long races are the ones that show the information on a map. Those can be found in some 

mobile phone applications and web pages and in the GRIB files based programs. 

8.3 Variation of the conditions 

In the last chapter about short races it was seen that the only variations that have to be studied were 

the local variations. The methods used to study these local variations were well explained there, so they 

will not be explained again in this section. 

However in long races, the variation of the general conditions also has to be studied, as said in the 

previous section. So in this chapter, the best forecasting methods and visualization systems used to 

update the information of the forecasts will be identified. 
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8.3.1 Visual predictions 

The visual predictions can be used as explained in the previous chapter, in 7.3.2, to predict the specific 

short small changes of the local conditions. 

However, visual prediction can also be used to predict the changes on the general conditions on a longer 

time scale. Using the analog method, when a determined weather formation is seen, some predictions 

can be done of the possible changes on the weather conditions that this formation can cause. Then, 

applying the trends method, the movement of that formation can be predicted and so also the situation 

where those specific conditions will be situated in the future. 

Normally the NWP forecast will already have predicted that weather formation and their specific 

weather conditions, so the use of this visual method is not to predict the weather conditions that will be 

found, but to improve the details of the prevision of the NWP. 

For example, if the NWP predicts a sudden increment of the wind speed on a precise moment of the day 

and when that time is close, the crew can see, approaching the position of the boat, a formation like the 

one on Figure 30, it can be assumed that the increment of the wind speed will began when that 

formation reaches the boat. So using the trends method, the exact moment of the increase could be 

specified. 

8.3.2 Forecast updates 

In the 8.2.2, a problem was introduced. There was said that the best forecasting method for small scale 

general conditions was the NWP method, because it’s the best forecasting method for general 

conditions in different places in the range of between 1 day and 1 week. The problem appears when the 

duration of the race extends past the first week, because the predictions for the remaining part of the 

race will no longer be enough accurate to be used for the development of the strategy. 

In this case, the best option is to update the forecast info of the NWP method. If it’s possible, the 

actualization should be done daily to improve the accuracy of the forecast even more. The problem is 

that, on an offshore race, the reception of data, which depends on the coverage, is limited, because 

terrestrial coverage systems will not provide coverage on high sea areas. 

Sources 

As computer web pages and mobile phone applications need terrestrial coverage, these visualization 

systems will be virtually impossible to update. The maritime radio services will provide weather 

information via MF and HF to a much wide area than these other systems, but the data format is less 

easy to understand in a spatial reference than if it’s represented in a map. This leaves the GRIB files 

based programs. 

These programs were explained in 5.3.5. They use GRIB files that can display lots of information and 

occupy very low space, so their transmission can be easily done via satellite. This allows the crew to be 

able to update periodically the NWP forecasts while in high sea. 

So this visualization method is the best for obtaining general condition forecasts in a long race, because 

of the ability to be updated and the good visual display on a map of the forecasted information. 
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8.4 Choosing the best course 

As in the previous chapter, in this last section of the chapter, the strategy that can be performed, using 

the weather forecasting methods and visualization systems explained in the other sections, is going to 

be explained. 

The strategy in a long sailing race will be divided in 3 parts. In this section, all 3 parts will be explained 

and finally the last part is referred to the actualization of the strategy that has to be updated periodically 

to accommodate it to the updated forecasts. 

8.4.1 General course decision 

This first section only has to be done is sailing races in which the duration of a single leg is longer than 

one week. 

In these very long sailing races, at the start of the race there won’t be available any accurate predictions 

for all the duration of the race. In that case the only data available is the general large scale condition 

acquired using the climatology method. With this large scale general prediction has to be elaborated an 

intended strategy by choosing the best supposed course for the boat. 

To do that, first of all, the speed of the boat in all different wind and wave conditions has to be known. 

Then, the expected general large scale average conditions have to be situated on a map and the start 

and finish of the first leg of the race have to be marked on the map. The starting intended course will be 

the shortest route from the start to the finish point. 

Then, depending on the general conditions displayed on the map, different alternative routes, not very 

separated of the first one, have to be tried out on the map that, even they are longer than the original, 

they pass over areas with better wind and wave conditions for the boat or with favorable currents that 

will cause the boat to go faster. Calculating the speed of the boat in all the different parts of the race 

and the total distance traveled, in every one of the options, the time taken for the boat in every single 

optional route has to be compared. 

The route with the less time will be the one selected. That will be the intended general route of the 

race. This route will have some special points where the course changes have to be made to adapt to 

different predicted conditions. Using these special points or other points of interest, like when turning 

around an island, a series of waypoints have to be marked on the map. The expected time for the boat 

to go from one waypoint to the next should be between one or three days. 

The intention will be then, to follow the waypoints of the intended general route. This general route can 

be prepared long ago the start of the race, because the forecasting methods used to make it are very 

long range forecasting methods. 

8.4.2 First course section 

When the start of the race is close, the general weather prevision for the first week of the race has to be 

studied. The intention will be to follow the waypoints of the intended general course, but if the actual 

general conditions prevision differs significantly with the large scale general conditions used to decide 

the intended general route, an update of the intended route can be done. 
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Update of the intended general route 

In that update, on the map used for the first decided general route, the wind, waves and sea currents 

prevision for the first week has to be represented over the corresponding part of the map. The way to 

do that is as follows. 

A one day period is started from the time of the start of the race. The average of the conditions 

predicted on the zone of the start of the race during that one day period is calculated. With these 

conditions, the speed of the boat is calculated, and the distance the boat will travel at that speed during 

one day is also calculated. Then a circle centered on the point where the race starts is drawn on the 

map, with that calculated distance as its radius. 

The general predicted condition, for that first day, in that zone, has to be situated into that circle. Then, 

the average conditions for the second day period, in the zone just outside of the first circle (in the 

direction to where the boat is supposed to sail), have to be calculated. With those new average 

conditions, the supposed distance traveled by the boat during the second day period has to be 

calculated. 

With that distance, a new circle centered also on the start of the race has to be drawn on the map, with 

a radius equal to the sum of the total distance of the two days. Inside the ring created by the two last 

drawn circles, the general predicted conditions for the second day period, in that zone, have to be 

situated. 

This process has to be repeated a total of 7 times, using the data of the one week forecast. Finally, the 

same large scale general conditions, which were situated on the map for the calculation of the first 

intended general route, have to be situated on the area of the map outside of the last circle. 

With that new map, the same process has to be used, like in the first intended general route, to take out 

an updated intended general route, with its waypoints. 

1 waypoint strategy 

The second stage of the strategy is to take the first section of the race, between the start of the race and 

the first waypoint and, in this section of the map, perform the same procedure explained above but with 

time periods of 3 hours. 

Over the new prevision map, the intended different courses for every 3 hours have to be marked, and 

also the waypoints where the intended course changes have to be done. 

3 hour specific approach 

The third and final strategy used is to take the first 3 hour intended course as if it was a full short race, 

where the finish line was the next waypoint, and when the boat gets to that waypoint or near it, then, 

the following waypoint becomes the finish line and so on. 

In every one of these 3 hour short races, all the forecasting methods and strategies seen on chapter 7 

can be applied to get the maximum speed of the boat and to reduce as much as possible the traveled 

distance to the next intended waypoint. It’s important to notice that the boat doesn’t need to pass 

exactly over the intended waypoint as if it was truly the finish line, but it has to be taken as a reference 

or objective in short term. 
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8.4.3 Real time correction 

Every one of the three strategies has to be updates in a different way. The strategy used during the 3 

hour specific leg, which is the same used in short races, has to be updated also as it is in short races, 

which is explained in 7.3. 

The update of the 1 waypoint strategy should be updated every 3 hours, when a waypoint is reached. 

There is no need to use new forecasts for every 3 hour update if they are difficult to get, but the 

forecast should be updated at least every day or if possible every 12 hours. The same process as for the 

first 1 waypoint strategy has to be followed, but the initial point is not the last waypoint and not the 3-

hour waypoint either, but the real position of the boat in the moment of the making of the strategy. 

The process to update the general intended route has already been explained in detail in the previous 

section. It should be updated once a day if it is possible. An important detail is that, whenever the 

general intended course is updated, and so, the waypoints forming it also change, the 1 waypoint 

strategy will also need to be updated. 
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Conclusion 

The first four chapters are just descriptive, so no conclusions can be taken from them. 

On chapter five, the study of the different forecasting methods leads to the conclusion, that every one 

of the forecasting methods is better to predict a specific meteorological or oceanographic phenomenon. 

Also can be concluded, that the different forecasting methods have a different prediction time range 

that is the best for that specific method, or in other words, that for every time range there is a method 

that is the best to be used. 

From the study about the different sailing conditions performed in chapter six, several conclusions can 

be extracted also. First of all, that the meteorological and oceanographic phenomena that should be 

studied in the forecasts to determine the strategy are the wind, the waves and the sea currents. For 

every one of them, both their direction and intensity are important. Secondly, that every boat has a 

specific wind and wave condition that allows her to perform the highest speed. With this in mind, it can 

be concluded that the best use for the forecast during the race is to determine which course the boat 

should take, to sail in her best wind and waves conditions while keeping a reduced travel distance. 

Finally in chapters seven and eight is studied which are the best forecasting methods for every part of 

the race. First of all, during the preparation for the race, long term previsions are needed. In those cases 

the best method happens to be the climatology method. Also the persistence method has some minor 

applications. 

Then the best method for predicting the general conditions during the race happens to be the NWP 

method, because of its best performance range being between one day and one week. The most useful 

methods to predict the local small and short changes of the conditions happen to be the trends method 

and the analog method. 

So in general, all the forecasting methods are useful in some specific part when planning the strategy for 

the race. 
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